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I. INTRODUCTION

In the Fall of 1987, Florida Power & Light Company (FPL)

determined that, notwithstanding extensive corrective action

programs and a substantial investment in supporting resources,

performance at the Turkey Point facility remained unacceptable.

This was reflected in problems identified by both FPL and the

Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC). FPL concluded that it would

be beneficial to contract with an outside consultant for a

comprehensive, independent appraisal of activities at the

facility. The Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) subsequently

confirmed FPL's commitment by Order EA 87-85 of October 19, 1987,

which modified FPL s study outline in certain respects.

After evaluation of competitive proposals, FPL selected ENERCON

Services, Inc. (ENERCON) to perform what has become known as the

Independent Management Appraisal (IMA). ENERCON's proposal

reflected knowledge of the nuclear industry, the special

discipline required for the operation of nuclear power plants,
familiarity with the NRC regulatory system, and a sensitivity to
the behavioral aspects of successful performance and management

of nuclear facilities. ENERCON prepared a program plan for the

study which was subsequently reviewed and approved by FPL and the

NRC. ENERCON's overall effort was conducted over a period of
five and a half months between November, 1987 and April, 1988.
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The appraisal effort, which included the use of surveys, document

reviews, extensive interviews, and on-site observations,

ultimately involved more than 8,000 professional person-hours.

FPL's participation in the surveys and interviews as well as

coordination and liaison with ENERCON involved approximately

3,000 professional person-hours.

FPL cooperated fully in ENERCON's review including the personal

involvement of FPL's Chairman and Chief Executive Officer,
President and Chief Operating Officer, Executive Vice President,
and Senior Vice President-Nuclear, collectively meeting as FPL's

Senior Level Review Board (SLRB).

ENERCON's appraisal team was supplemented by a Senior Evaluation

Team (SET) which provided a valuable oversight function to the

appraisal team, and which was used to periodically communicate

project status, findings, and recommendations to the SLRB. The

SET was comprised of ENERCON's Senior Vice President Jerry Martin

(SET Chairman); former NRC Chairman Joseph Hendrie; William

Cahill, Senior Vice President — Nuclear of Gulf States Utilities;
Rear Admiral William Neel, USN (retired); and Ms. Wanda Myers,

Executive Director of Behavioral Consultant Services.

l

Meetings between the SET and the SLRB gave FPL's senior

management the opportunity to monitor ENERCON's progress, gain an

understanding of ENERCON's findings and recommendations, and
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request clarification as necessary. The NRC's Region II
Administrator or his deputy attended all but the first of four

scheduled SET-SLRB meetings. The first meeting essentially dealt

with administrative matters, with later meetings addressing

issues of substance. NRC's attendance was pursuant to a

protocol requiring prior notice to NRC of meetings of this type,

as well as contemporaneous distribution of reports, and any

drafts thereof, to both FPL and NRC. The final report was

furnished to NRC and FPL on April 15, 1988, and formally docketed

on April 18, 1988.

The NRC Office of Analysis and Evaluation of Operational Data

(AEOD) thereafter performed an evaluation of the IMA and prepared

a report (the "AEOD Report" ) containing a number of useful

observations and recommendations which have been considered by

FPL in the preparation of this response.

Due to the extensive nature of the IMA recommendations and the

need for a thorough review and comprehensive response, FPL

requested an extension to the 30-day response required by the

Order. By letter dated May 11, 1988, the NRC granted a 45-day

extension; a further extension to August 15, 1988 was granted (by

letter dated July 1, 1988) in order to allow FPL to consider the

comments and recommendations of the AEOD Report.
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This document is FPL's response to the IMA and the
recommendations in the AEOD Report. Section II of this document

provides corporate management's perspective and an overall
corporate response. Section III, FPL's Action Plan, provides
FPL's response to each of the specific IMA recommendations and

certain AEOD observations. Section IV provides FPL's response to
the recommendations in the AEOD Report, and Section V is the

conclusion.
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II. CORPORATE OVERVIEW

FPL senior corporate management has studied the final IMA report
and is satisfied with the comprehensiveness of the appraisal. It
clearly meets FPL's objectives in initiating the study and the

requirements confirmed by the NRC's Order of October 19, 1987.

The appraisal was intended to identify areas in which, by

implementing ENERCON s broadly based recommendations, significant
improvements could be realized both at Turkey Point and the

corporate nuclear support staff. FPL believes that ENERCON's

multi-disciplinary approach to the appraisal, including the use

of exper'fenced nuclear professionals, former regulatory
officials, and behavioral specialists, has identified the root
causes of many problems as well as opportunities for improvement

within FPL s nuclear organization. This conclusion is further
supported by the candid discussions between the SET and the SLRB,

the information subsequently disclosed in the IMA Team '

discussions with the SET and other supporting information, some

of which was specifically highlighted in the AEOD Report. In
this connection, FPL has also found the observations and

recommendations of the AEOD Report to be constructive and useful.

Although ENERCON identified no issues which immediately affect
the safety of plant operations, the IMA report did identify
several plant and corporate functions that require substantial
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improvement. Senior corporate management generally concurs with
these findings and realizes that the performance of Turkey Point
must be substantially improved. As indicated below, FPL has

already completed or initiated senior corporate and plant
management changes which are critical to successfully addressing

the concerns embodied in the report's recommendations.

The appointment of a new Senior Vice President-Nuclear,

became effective February 1, 1988. He has a proven

record of success as a plant manager, Vice President,

and President and Chief Executive Officer of a nuclear

utility and two years as a Group Vice President of the
Institute of Nuclear Power Operations.

A new Turkey Point Plant Manager reported for duty on

May 9, 1988. He has approximately sixteen years of
experience in the nuclear field and has held comparable

positions at another -nuclear utility. His strong
technical and managerial background will complement the

management skills of the Site Vice President.

A new Turkey Point Operations Superintendent, formerly
the Operations Supervisor at St. Lucie, was appointed

on November 16, 1987. His experience and management

skills receive favorable comment in the IMA report..
Both corporate and plant management believe that under
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his leadership, accountabilities within the Operations

Department will be clearly defined, and that past
"attitude" and "culture" problems in Operations

referred to in the IMA and the AEOD Report will be

eliminated. Positive changes have already been made

in the Operations Department; further improvements are

expected, because the new Superintendent clearly
recognizes the importance of the Operations
Department's primacy in setting the priorities for all
the other activities necessary to support plant
operations.

A new Security Supervisor was appointed on May 23,

1988, to provide the necessary day-to-day supervision
of Turkey Point site security activities. He has eight
years of- nuclear security experience of which the most

recent three years were at an operating nuclear plant
site which has been recognized as having a successful

security program. He is a Certified Protection
Professional and has both Bachelor and Master of
Science degrees in Criminal Justice.

A new corporate position, Manager Nuclear Security, has

been established in the Nuclear Energy Department to
develop nuclear security policy and to monitor program

implementation at both Turkey Point and St. Lucie.
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The individual who has been selected for this position
has over ten years nuclear security experience and was

responsible for developing the current St. Lucie

nuclear security program. Through this expertise and a

close interaction with plant security management, the

required improvements in the nuclear security program

will be achieved and consistent security practices at
both plants will be ensured.

In recognition of the need to improve maintenance

performance the position of Assistant Maintenance

Superintendent has been created at Turkey Point. The

Assistant will provide counsel and .guidance in current
industry maintenance practices. The person selected to
fill this position has fifteen years of experience in
nuclear plant maintenance supervision and related
engineering responsibilities. For the last two years

he has been a Senior Maintenance Evaluator for INPO.

The corporate nuclear organization has also been

modified. The two Site Vice Presidents and the

Corporate Director of Quality Assurance now report
directly to the Senior Vice President-Nuclear. The

line position of Vice President-Nuclear Operations has

been abolished, and in its place, FPL has created the

new staff position of Vice President-Nuclear Energy,





who is responsible for corporate licensing, training,
engineering, maintenance and other nuclear energy

services (e.g., health physics, chemistry, and

emergency planning). This position is filled on an

acting basis by an experienced nuclear manager who

served for six years in the naval nuclear program and

thirteen years in nuclear management positions with FPL

at St. Lucie and in the corporate nuclear organization.

Even before the ZMA report was issued, senior

corporate management had decided to improve offsite
engineering and onsite technical support of FPL's

nuclear facilities. This is being done as a matter of
high priority. Responsibility for nuclear plant .

engineering support is being moved to the Nuclear

Energy Department. Senior corporate management

believes this change will resolve an internal
"culture" conflict by clearly separating fossil-plant
engineering from nuclear-plant engineering.

A new position of Director of Nuclear Engineering has

been created, reporting to the Vice President-Nuclear

Energy. The individual appointed to this position has

15 years of experience in the nuclear field in addition
to several years in the U. S. Navy nuclear program. He

spent 14 years with a major engineering organization in
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a variety of management positions,'ncluding Chief,

Mechanical and Nuclear Engineering, where he had

technical and administrative responsibility for the

management of 350 staff and project engineers. He is
responsible for managing the design engineering

efforts for both Turkey Point and St. Lucie.

With respect to Turkey Point, the roles of the

corporate engineering group and the site Technical

Department are also being evaluated to determine the

need for further organizational changes to better serve

plant needs through improved corporate-site
communications and reducti,on of paperwork.

The objective of these personnel and organizational changes and

additions is to strengthen the corporate and site organizations

with experienced personnel, to improve opportunities to develop

and communicate corporate and site goals and, generally, to
encourage a "culture" "aimed at meeting high standards of safety,
quality, performance, and personal accountability.

Senior corporate management generally agrees with the IMA's

"critical" recommendations which involve an identification of the

experience and skill requirements (the "job requirements") that
must be met by the individuals filling key management positions
at the nuclear sites. FPL recognized that this recommendation

10
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should be extended to key management positions in the corporate

staff; the AEOD Report also recommended such an extension. This

process is in the final stages for 35 positions, and evaluation

of the incumbents is underway, as described in the Action Plan.

Several personnel changes are in process, and others may be

necessary. In some positions where personnel may not possess all
necessary job requirements, it may be possible to support the

incumbents with individuals (either permanent or temporary) who

have a proven record of success in the particular area of nuclear

operations and/or support. However, as noted in the Action Plan

(Section 5.1.1) compensatory measures will not be acceptable as a

permanent solution. Accordingly, incumbents in management

positions who do not possess requisite skills and experience and,

whom it is felt, cannot be trained to meet such requirements are

being replaced.

Senior corporate management is also in general agreement that
achievement of goals at Turkey Point requires greater stability
in key positions. Accordingly, FPL has suspended Turkey Point

rotational assignments within the Nuclear Energy Department's

management rotation program, and made permanent several temporary

personnel assignments at Turkey Point. Critical corporate staff
positions are not subject to rotation.

It is also important to minimize external demands on the Turkey

Point staff (i.e., from the corporate nuclear staff and from

11
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outside FPL). Recognizing that the public safety functions

entrusted by law to the NRC cannot be "negotiated", FPL will
explore with the Commission, as well as NUMARC, INPO, and other

organizations external to FPL, what can be done to better
structure the demands on Turkey Point personnel to facilitate
their ability to concentrate on resolving present, high priority
problems. Senior corporate management will also provide

additional resources in those areas where such resources can

contribute to improvements in the performance of Turkey Point,

especially in the maintenance, training, technical support and

operations disciplines. Senior corporate management believes

that through these measures, and by improving resource

management, significant improvements at Turkey Point are

achievable within a reasonable time frame.
J

In the area of regulatory interface, senior corporate management

will take steps to consolidate and unify the licensing functions

in order to improve the overall effectiveness of the licensing

organization, as well as to enhance open, candid communication

with NRC Headquarters, Regional staffs, and Site Resident

Inspectors.

In the interest of improving overall plant reliability, FPL

concurs with the IMA observation that it may be necessary to

accept lower plant availability at Turkey Point in the near term.

This change in operating philosophy has already been adopted.

12
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The AEOD Report highlights the potential significance of such a

change on maintenance practices and, more generally, in
fostering improvements in corporate and site "culture". The IMA

has underscored the importance of clearly restating this policy
and assuring that FPL's commitment to real quality improvement is
understood by the entire nuclear organization.

While most of the IMA recommendations focus on Turkey Point, they

also reflect a commensurate need for improved leadership and

increased involvement on the part of corporate management in many

of the enumerated areas. This is in addition to the central role
of corporate nuclear management in articulating corporate nuclear

goals and in assuring that these goals are communicated

effectively and understood by the entire nuclear organization.
As a means of achieving this objective, the Senior Vice

President-Nuclear has directed all levels of Nuclear Energy

Department management to maintain a high level of "visibility"
(i.e., physical presence) at the sites, in order to stimulate
discussions of corporate and plant goals and expectations, and

to provide regular on-the-spot feedback on the acceptability of
plant performance.

Senior FPL management is aware of the AEOD's views concerning the

extent to which corporate "overmanagement" of Turkey Point,
however well intentioned, may have contributed to problems at the

site. FPL believes that this concern is best addressed by

13
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establishing, in consultation with site management, systematic,

comprehensive goals, performance measures and especially specific
accountabilities, tracking progress very closely, and providing

regular feedback. Accordingly, revised Corporate staff and

Turkey Point goals, indicators, and targets are being

established. They have been aligned with, and implement, the

company-wide nuclear goals. More detailed department goals are

being established, accompanied by. accountability statements

which, taken together, establish identifiable responsibilities
for meeting targets to which personnel can relate in everyday

activities. Progress will be carefully monitored by appropriate

levels of FPL management from first .line supervision to the

senior executives of the Corporation using meaningful performance

measures. Milestones will be identified and schedules will be

reviewed to determine if improvement is progressing at an

acceptable rate. Additional changes will be made, as required,

to achieve the necessary substantive results. Management also

,will be reviewing the implementation of corporate personnel

policies and procedures at the plant, including performance

appraisals, promotion practices and discipline policy, to assure

that they are having a positive affect on performance.

14
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III. FPL ACTION PLAN

The IMA report contains four sets of recommendations. In order

of priority, they are,

1. Critical Recommendations.

2. Strategic Recommendations

3. Essential Recommendations

4. Important Recommendations

Within these classifications there are more specific
recommendations. The IMA indicates, however, the order of
specific recommendations within the groupings does not denote any

g

priority relative to importance or timing of implementation.

FPL's response to each specific recommendation includes, 1) a

RECOMMENDATION section (ENERCON's recommendation statement); 2) a

DISCUSSION ANALYSIS section (explanation and detail about what

actions have been taken or are planned to be taken, including the

basis for the actions); and 3) a SCHEDULE for taking action.

FPL has either completed or initiated action in response to many-

of the specific recommendations, while other recommendations

require additional analysis and time for implementation. In
cases where further action is required, a schedule for the action

15
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is included. Although FPL's responses address specific
recommendations, as required by the Order, they have been

formulated with the underlying issues in mind, as reflected in
the sections of the ZMA devoted to root cause analyses. They

also reflect consideration of much of the information collected
and used by ENERCON in formulating the recommendations as well as

the valuable insights and recommendations of the AEOD Report.

FPL's responses, to the extent practicable, avoid the creation of
major new programs. FPL agrees with ENERCON that an excess of
such programs may dilute management attention and slow the
resolution of known problems. Rather, the approach is to screen

existing programs, prioritize the, key items, and apply the

necessary resources

the IMA and 'its
operations.

and specific corrective actions'called for in
supporting data to enhance Turkey Point

16
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RECOMMENDATION 5. 1. 1 - DEFINE JOB RE UIREMENTS AND MATCH THEM
WITH SKILLED PEOPLE WHO HAVE PROVEN TRACK RECORDS. FPL
Corporate and Plant Management have demonstrated a strong desire
to improve plant performance. To achieve this performance
improvement, the management team must consist of personnel with
demonstrated successful line management experience in their
respective positions. Such direct and successful experience will
assure that the management team has a basis for comparing Turkey
Point practices with previously encountered successful practice
and to recognize the need for any necessary corrective action.
In addition, personnel added for specific positions must be
sufficiently experienced to make an immediate contribution.
Plant management must define the experience and skill
requirements for each position and must fill the positions with
experienced people who match the required skills.

DISCUSSION ANALYSIS: This critical recommendation focuses on

plant management positions. However, corporate management

believes that, as a first step, it is necessary to identify those

positions in the entire Nuclear Energy Department (Turkey Point,

St. Lucie, and Corporate Staff), for which specific experience

and skill requirements must be established. Positions which

comprise the management team and also address the specific
ENERCON recommendations have been identified as follows:

CORPORATE

1. Senior Vice President — Nuclear

2. Vice President - Nuclear Energy

3. Executive Assistant

4. Director Quality Assurance

5. Director Nuclear Licensing

6. Director Nuclear Engineering

7. Manager Nuclear Services

17





8. Manager Nuclear Training

9. Manager Nuclear Maintenance

10. Manager Nuclear Security

TURKEY POINT AND ST. LUCIE

ll. Site Vice President

12. Plant Manager

13. Operations Superintendent

14. Maintenance Superintendent

15. Assistant Maintenance Superintendent (Turkey Point)

16. Training Superintendent

17. Technical Supervisor

18. Services Manager

19. Site Project Manager

20. Onsite Engineering Project Manager (Turkey Point)

21. Assistant Superintendent Electrical Maintenance

22. Assistant Superintendent Mechanical Maintenance

23. Chemistry Supervisor

24. Health Physics Supervisor

25. Instrument & Control Supervisor

26. Operations Supervisor

27. Reactor Engineering Supervisor

28.

29.

Quality Control Supervisor
'I

Assistant Superintendent Preventive Maintenance

30. Safety Engineering Group Chairman (Turkey Point)

31. Plant Supervisor — Nuclear/Nuclear Plant Supervisor

18





32. Operations Support Supervisor (Turkey Point)

33. System Engineer

34. Security Supervisor

35. Security Shift Supervisor (Turkey Point)

The second step is to define the experience and skill
requirements for these positions. The purpose of this effort is
to analyze the requirements of the positions and to assure that
these requirements are specified in the job descriptions. Job

descriptions are being revised for the positions listed above to
include experience and skill requirements. Position
descriptions will include the organizational relationships of

each job and its principal accountabilities (including basic

challenges

and will
of the job and degree of problem solving required),

g

take into account attributes such as education,

licenses, experience, technical, managerial and inter-personal

skills.

The revised job descriptions will be used to evaluate the

incumbents against the requirements. The objective is to ensure

that incumbents have necessary relevant experience, prior
successful performance, and potential for growth. The same

process will be utilized to evaluate candidates as vacancies

arise in any of the above positions, or as new management team

positions are created.

19
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In cases where incumbents do not 'meet the revised job
descriptions, management will appoint a replacement or consider

compensatory measures. For example, management might assign an

assistant to the incumbent so that their combined talents
satisfy the experience and skill requirements of the position.
Management could also increase the level of direct supervision of
the incumbent and monitor performance very carefully while the

incumbent gains the required skills and experience. However,

compensatory measures will not be accepted on other than a

temporary basis. If these compensatory measures do not result in
the incumbent's attaining the required level of skill as

demonstrated by performance, management will replace the

incumbent.

In addition to the above, FPL has taken action at Turkey Point to
address the five specific examples of key positions identified in
the IMA which require personnel with proven track records. These

positions are discussed in Recommendations 5.1.1.a through

5.l.l.e.

SCHEDULZ: Job descriptions, incorporating skill and experience

requirements for the 35 identified positions, are in the final
stages of review. The evaluations of the incumbents will be

completed 'by September 15, 1988.

20
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RECOMMENDATION 5.1.1.a: PLANT MANAGER. The current Plant
Manager is being moved to another position in the FPL
organization. His replacement must have a strong and successful
operations background in order to understand the role of the
plant operations and contribute immediately to improving the
performance of Turkey Point. It is also necessary that the new
Plant Manager have several years of- successful line management
experience in the commercial nuclear industry.

DISCUSSION ANALYSIS: FPL has hired Mr. James Cross, as the new

'lant Manager — Turkey Point. Mr. Cross has approximately 16

years experience in the nuclear field, including positions as

Assistant Plant Superintendent, Assistant 'Plant Manager-

Operations, Nuclear Station General Manager, and Site Director at
an operating nuclear plant site. He has a."proven track record"

of success in nuclear operations management.

Mr. Cross receives stzeng support in Operations from Mr. L. W.

Pearce as the new Turkey Point Operations Superintendent. Mr.

Pearce has demonstrated his proficiency as the Operations

Supervisor at St. Lucie. His influence is already apparent, and

recognized by the IMA in the relatively short period since he

assumed his responsibilities at Turkey Point.

In addition to establishing the key role of Operations in setting
priorities for all supporting activities at Turkey. Point, Mr.

Pearce with the support of Mr. Cross, is. taking steps to address

the "passive culture" referred to in the AEOD Report through

coaching of PS-Ns; further training of the Operations staff,
especially in handling the slowly evolving off-normal conditions

21





referred to by AEOD; by clearly establishing the accountability
of the PS-Ns for interpretation of Technical Specifications and

equipping them for this task through further training; and by

encouraging shift team building for each operations crew.

SCHEDULE: Mr. Cross joined FPL on May 9, 1988, and assumed the

position of Plant Manager on June 9, 1988. Mr. Pearce joined the

Turkey Point staff in November, 1987.

22
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RECOMMENDATION 5. 1. 1. b: SECURITY PERSONNEL. Five new FPL
Security positions have been approved to provide an FPL security
person on each shift. The new personnel must have the knowledge
and experience necessary to handle problems that may arise.
Selection of these personnel is critical and FPL must take the
time necessary to hire qualified people.

DISCUSSION ANALYSIS: FPL has taken steps to enhance the overall
effectiveness of the nuclear security program, at both the

corporate and plant site level. A new Turkey Point Security

Supervisor, Mr. Arthur Cummings, was appointed on May 23, 1988.

'Mr. Cummings has eight years of nuclear security experience, of

which the most recent three were at an operating nuclear plant
site which has been recognized as having a successful security

program. He has an AS, BS, and MS in Criminal Justice and is a

Certified Protection Professional. Mr. Cummings has the

requisite qualifications for supervising Turkey Point's day-to-

day security activities, and his background will help to improve

the planning and implementation of the Turkey Point security

program.

In addition to appointing a new Security Supervisor, as noted by

the IMA report, five new FPL security positions have been

authorized to provide on-shift management overview of Turkey

Point Security operations. The individuals filling these new

positions will have the skills, knowledge, and experience

necessary to handle properly the security problems as they arise.

23
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A new temporary position of Plant Security Project Manager has

been established to provide a management overview of the

activities surrounding the security system upgrade tasks

currently identified in the integrated schedule. Mr. Mike

Crisler has been appointed to this position. Mr. Crisler is
familiar with the overall FPL organization and has the project

management experience and communications skills necessary to

coordinate the many diverse activities associated with the

upgrade.

As an additional enhancement, a new corporate position, Manager

Nuclear Security, has been established in the Nuclear Energy

Department to develop nuclear security policy and to monitor

program implementation at both Turkey Point and St. Lucie. This

position is filled by Mr. John West, who has extensive security

experience at St. Lucie Nuclear Plant and prior military security

experience. The Security Plans and corporate security matters

pertaining to the nuclear sites are being coordinated through Mr.

West.

Performance indicators have been developed and are being tracked

to verify that the above changes are, in fact, improving security

performance. Indicators being tracked on a monthly basis include:

1. Security Incident Reports

2. Man Loading
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3. Average Overtime per Man Week

4. Personnel Turnover

5. Loggable and Reportable Events

a. Equipment Related Events

b. Personnel Related Events

6. Task Certifications

The AEOD Report identified several security issues that were not

fully described in the IMA. With respect to the overtime issue,

the average" weekly overtime for contract security officers for
the first half of 1988 has been reduced substantially from 1987

overtime rates by increasing security force manning levels.
However, installation of the new security system over the next

several years will increase requirements for compensatory posts

and overtime. The new Plant Security Supervisor is currently
evaluating the contract security force organization, task

assignments, and schedules to determine if organizational

enhancements can be made to help control overtime for contract

security officers during this period.

Contract security force turnover appears to be trending downward.

Contract security force turnover at Turkey Point during 1987. was

over 40%. Through June 1988 the turnover was less than 164, or

an annualized rate of approximately 324. The control of

overtime, increase in security awareness among plant employees

25
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and improved security .facilities should all contribute to a

lower security contractor turnover rate in the future.

SCHEDULE: At the present time three of the five new security

positions have been filled and background checks are underway for
the individuals selected for the other two positions. All five
of these personnel have the requisite skills, knowledge, and

successful past performance record. FPL expects to fill the

remaining two positions by September 1, 1988, pending completion

of security checks.

Installation of security system upgrades (for example,

improvements in the security computer system, the intrusion
detection system, vital barriers, and the entrance facility) has

been scheduled for completion during 1991.
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RECOMMENDATION 5. 1. 1. c: SYSTEM ENGINEER.
In the process of repla'cing contracted personnel who are system
engineers with FPL employees every effort should be made to
select experienced engineers. Since there are not a large number
of skilled system engineers available, it may be necessary to
select engineers with excellent track records and train them as
system engineers. In either case, selection of people willing to
accept the responsibility of this key position is essential.
System engineering supervision should also have demonstrated
success in providing plant technical support and directly related
system engineering experience.

DISCUSSION ANALYSIS:
, FPL will enhance the "system engineer"

concept at Turkey Point, in which a single qualified engineer has

responsibility for the comprehensive understanding,
configuration control, and performance of a particular system.

At the present time 18 engineers at Turkey Point (7 FPL

employees and 11 contractors) are performing system engineering
duties. The most important systems have been assigned to FPL

system engineers, and 'all system engineers (FPL or contractor)
are supervised by FPL Lead Engineers.

System engineers and their supervision are among the positions
for which new job descriptions, . incorporating skill and

experience requirements, are being prepared. These job
'escriptions will be used to evaluate candidates to fill system

engineer and system engineer supervisory positions at Turkey

Point with FPL employees, and to evaluate the FPL incumbents)

Contractors are being replaced with 'PL system engineers,

although some contractors may be retained temporarily in an

advisory capacity. Design engineering will provide qualified FPL
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candidates as appropriate to support the plant system engineering

function.

The final number of FPL system engineers will be determined

based on the selection of systems that will be managed under the

system engineering concept. As necessary, FPL engineers who have

excellent performance records, and are willing to accept the

responsibility of this position, will be selected and trained as

system engineers.

System engineer supervision will have nuclear power plant system

'ngineering or related experience at operating plants, and also

successful experience in providing plant technical support.

Further details about the implementation of the system engineer

concept are contained in the response to Recommendation 5.3.5.

SCHEDULE: Replacing contract personnel with experienced, FPL

system engineers is currently in progress, and the targeted

completion is mid-1989.

The selection of systems that will be managed under the system

engineering concept will be completed by August 31, 1988, and the

final number of FPL system engineers will be determined by

September 15, 1988.
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RECOMMENDATION 5.1.1.d: TRAINING STAFF. The recently appointed
Training Superintendent has excellent operations experience.
This experience is valuable to help training personnel understand
the needs of one of their primary customers, operations.
However, the Training Superintendent lacks training management
experience. The credentials of his staff should be carefully
evaluated to assure that sufficient, successful training
experience exists to provide the required expertise. If not, a
person(s) with the necessary experience should be assigned to the
Training Department to provide the Superintendent with the
required training experience and expertise.

DISCUSSION ANALYSIS: The Training Department's performance at
Turkey Point needs to be improved in the areas of (1) manager

qualifications, (2) instructor qualifications, (3) training
material updates, (4) communication between FPL training
organizations, (5) simulator capabilities, (6) support of the
non-licensed operator (NLO) and hot license operator programs,

and (7) goals and accountabilities. To accomplish this, the

management of the TrWning Department has been restructured,
student complements have been increased, training material
updates have been expedited, and management oversight and

monitoring have been increased. Further details are given below.

These actions, coupled with actions described in response to IMA

recommendation 5.3.9, and the revised management organization of
the Nuclear Energy Department, should resolve the 'broader

concerns about training identified in the AEOD Report, including
the concerns about maintenance training.

1. Mana er ualifications
The incumbent Training Superintendent has approximately 18 years

of operations and operations management experience at Turkey
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Point and, with monitoring and. guidance by senior plant
management, should be able to obtain the necessary ~trainin

management experience. To ensure the Training Department will be

'properly managed in the interim, the credentials of the Training
Department management team have been reviewed. This team is
comprised of the Training Superintendent, the Assistant
Superintendent, the Maintenance/ Specialty Training Supervisor,

the Training Support Supervisor, and the Simulator Supervisor.

The management team collectively has 48 years of nuclear power

plant experience, 23 years of training experience, 6 years Navy

nuclear experience, and two individuals who hold a Senior Reactor "

Operator license. It appears that this management team presently
has the requisite skills and experience. Their experience is as

follows:

The Assistant Superintendent is on loan through

December 31, 1988, from the Institute of Nuclear Power

Operations (INPO). He is a Vocational Education

doctoral candidate and has seven years experience at
INPO supporting the implementation of performance-

based training in the nuclear industry. He has

participated in 36 INPO Accreditation Team visits and

has performed two plant evaluations and 58 training
assistance visits for INPO.
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The Maintenance/Specialty Training Supervisor has a

total of approximately 15 years experience in
supervision and training, including approximately 5

years experience supervising the development and

implementation of performance-based training programs

for maintenance craft personnel, chemistry technicians,
and health physics personnel. These programs are

accredited by INPO. He has completed INPO's Training
System Development Course and has been influential in
developing FPL's Systems Approach to Training (SAT)

model.

The Training Support Supervisor has a Ph.D. in
Vocational Education and Special Education. He has

g

many years of industrial experience, including
analyzing, designing, and developing performance-based

training programs. He has been at Turkey Point for
three years, of which the past 19 months have been as

an FPL employee.

The Simulator Training Supervisor has 14 years of power

plant experience of which 11 are at Turkey Point. He

has been licensed for approximately eight years and has

held an active SRO license for the past four years. He

has four years experience in operations training as the

Lead Licensed Operator Instructor, Lead Licensed
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Operator Requalification Instructor, and Licensed

Operator Coordinator with responsibility for all
licensed operator and STA classroom, simulator, and in-
plant training. He has recently been assigned the

position of Simulator Training Supervisor with

responsibility for simulator instruction.

This Training Department team appears to have the skills
necessary to manage the Department, as well as to implement the

on-going training program upgrade (training modules,

qualification of instructors, resource management, etc.) .

Training performance indicators have been created to verify that
the Training Department performance continues to improve, and

thus validate management's present view of the qualifications of
the training team. Two examples of improving performance which

are encouraging are: (1) an increasing SRO pass rate, and (2)

successful results during a recent INPO evaluation of simulator

performance. The performance of the site training department

will, however, be closely monitored by both corporate and site
management.

Turkey Point plant management must become more involved in the

day to day operation of the Training Department. This will be

accomplished by the utilization of training feedback sessions

with the Training Superintendent, 'tudents, and training
personnel to review the current training program content, quality
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and delivery. It is also recognized that plant management is
responsible for ensuring that the students receive adequate

training that provides them with the knowledge to perform their
intended job functions in accordance with site procedures in a

quality and professional manner.

The following additional actions will be taken to increase plant
management involvement in training:

The Site Vice President, Plant Manager, Operations

Superintendent or Operations Supervisor will be in
attendance during final simulator examinations. They

will participate in the simulator critique and will
emphasize professional conduct, clear communication,

and high standards of performance. They will also

critique the ability of the students to apply technical
knowledge of the plant, technical specifications, and

EOPs in the operations of the simulator.

Management will also provide feedback to the Training
Department as to its conduct of simulator examinations and

the thoroughness and quality of critiques.

Each initial license operator candidate will be required to
appear before a management board .prior to being allowed to
take the initial NRC RO or SRO license examination. This
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board will determine the technical knowledge, attitude and

ability of the candidate to perform under pressure.

2. Instructor ualifications
Turkey Point has, since 1987, made extensive use of experienced

contract instructors to support plant training needs. This was

necessary because the qualifications of the existing in-house

training staff were being upgraded at the same time student

population was increasing. Contractors were selected on the
basis of the following criteria: prior PWR experience; previous
SRO license or NRC certification; and experience as classroom

trainers and/or simulator instructors. FPL is moving towards

staffing its training organization with instructors who are FPL

employees. The qualifications of . selected, experienced FPL

training instructors will be upgraded.

3. Trainin Material U ates

Training materials need to be updated to reflect current plant
design and procedures. To correct this situation, specific
System Descriptions have been assigned to various instructors who

will be held accountable for insuring that System Descriptions in
training materials reflect current plant design. System

Description updates will be completed prior to utilizing the

descriptions for the next operator class. In addition, the

following actions are being taken:
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Plant operator training materials will be upgraded by

improving texts, lesson plans and exams, and will be

completed by December 15, 1988.

The training document, "Job Performance Measures" will
be upgraded based on approved plant procedures by

December 15, 1988.

A tracking system is in place to monitor plant and

procedure changes to ensure they are incorporated into
appropriate training materials. Specific
accountabilities have been established for tracking the

changes to.keep training material current.

The AEOD Report noted an IMA team concern regarding
implementation of the INPO accredited training program. The IMA

team has advised FPL that this initial concern was not

substantiated. Turkey Point training management recently
reviewed the implementation status of the INPO accredited

training programs, and found that the programs, both initial and

continuing, were being satisfactorily implemented with the

exception of Chemistry Technicians Continuing Training. Chemistry

Technician Continuing Training was implemented in June 1988 and

is scheduled monthly through the balance of 1988.
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The chemistry staff is being increased. While these positions

are being filled, qualified temporary contract personnel will be

hired. . This will allow the incumbent chemistry personnel to
attend scheduled classes.

4. Communication Between FPL Trainin Or anizations

Improvements in communication between FPL training organizations

are discussed in response to IMA recommendation 5.3.9.

5. Simulator Ca abilities
Notwithstanding certain differences between the simulator and the

Turkey Point Plant, it was recognized that use of the Turkey

Point simulator would be a major training enhancement over a

generic simulator. Experience with the simulator to date has

resulted in positive feedback from plant management and the

students, as was further evidenced during a recent INPO

Evaluation. However, because differences still exist between the
simulator and the plant, FPL is taking an aggressive approach to
identifying and correcting them to assure simulator certification
by December 1989.

6. Su ort of 0 erator Trainin Pr ams

The following actions have been taken to improve operator

training programs:
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Additional non-licensed and licensed classes are

scheduled to begin in the last quarter of 1988. These

classes will increase the number of trainees by

approximately 45 trainees.

The operator training entry level POSS requirement is
being reviewed to determine if changes are necessary to
lower the trainee dropout rate.

The initial non-licensed operator program was

essentially three non-sequential training programs.

The academic/fundamental portion was presented through

a self-study method that was found to be inadequate to
support student needs. To correct this deficiency, the

three separate programs have been combined to form a

sequential 83-week program. The program enhancements

include 29 weeks of classroom training in academic/

fundamental principles which is designed to reduce the

attrition rate due to insufficient knowledge of these

principles.

These corrective actions will be monitored by the Plant Manager

and Training Superintendent to assure that the Turkey Point

operator complement is filled in a timely manner with qualified
personnel.
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7. Goals and Accountabilities

To ensure the continued improvement of the training
organization, the Training Superintendent and Department Heads

will be held accountable for meeting the following goals:

Increase the number of FPL instructors holding SRO

licenses to at least 804 by 1992.

Maintain at least 80% passing rate for each NRC initial
license exam attempt.

Maintain at least 804 passing rate for each SRO upgrade

exam attempt.

Maintain at least 904 first attempt passing rate for
each NRC requalification exam.

Maintain at least 854 attendance rate for the remaining

training courses.

Periodic meetings will be held between the Plant Manager and

Training Department personnel to review goal accomplishments and

establish corrective measures in areas where goals are not
being'et.

Corrective actions may include programmatic changes and
1

additional resources, if necessary, to meet stated goals.
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The primary role of the corporate training staff is to support

the site training staffs. Corporate management has defined that
role with respect to its interaction with the two site training
staffs. The function and responsibilities of the corporate

training staff are clearly defined in the implementing procedure

required by the Nuclear Energy Department policy. The procedure

describes the methodology to be utilized to accomplish the

corporate training mission, and the accountability for meeting

corporate management's expectations. The Manager Nuclear

Training is accountable for attaining the goals identified in the

implementing procedure.

Monthly meetings between the Senior Vice President-Nuclear, the

Vice President-Nuclear Energy, and the Corporate Manager Nuclear

Training will be held to review progress toward achieving

department goals and to establish countermeasures in areas where

goals are not being achieved. Corrective actions will include

programmatic changes and/or additional resources as necessary to
achieve stated goals.

SCHEDULE: The training document, "Job Performance Measures"

will be upgraded by December 15, 1988. Additional operations

training instructors are projected to be licensed by December

1992. System Description updates will be completed and

incorporated in training manuals prior to their use. The

corporate training staff implementing procedure has been
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approved. The monthly training meetings between the Senior Vice

President-Nuclear, the Vice President-Nuclear Energy, and the

Manager Nuclear Training will commence in September 1988.
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RECOMMENDATION 5. 1. 1. e: TECHN1CAL SUPPORT MANAGEMENT. The
onsite PPE Engineering Manager at Turkey Point is scheduled for a
management development rotation. The replacement for this
position should have a background of successful plant
engineering. Similarly, any management positions which become
open in the [Technical Support Group] must be filled with
candidates who have successful experience in providing onsite
technical support for a nuclear power plant.
When persons with the required nuclear industry and managerial
experience are not available within FPL, the needed experience
should be brought in from the outside.

DISCUSSION ANALYSIS: At the time the IMA was conducted at Turkey

Point, the onsite Engineering Project Manager position was a

management rotational assignment. Mr. Steven Hale was appointed

to this position on August 8, 1988. Mr. Hale meets the draft job
description for this position described in Recommendation 5.1.1.
He will not be subject to management development rotation for at
least two years.

The position of Technical Supervisor, has been filled with an

individual who has a B.S., M.S., and Ph.D. in Nuclear Engineering

Sciences, and three years .experience as a professor of nuclear

engineering. In addition, he has eleven years of nuclear

experience at FPL, including core design responsibilities, SRO

certification, and assignment at Turkey Point as Senior Technical

Advisor to the Plant Manager. This individual will be evaluated

against the job description as described in Recommendation 5.1.1.

As management positions become open in the Technical Department

in the future, FPL will fill them with individuals who have
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successful experience in providing onsite technical support for
an operating nuclear power plant. If necessary, contract
personnel will be employed temporarily while qualified full-time
FPL employees are being recruited.

SCHEDULE: The replacement for the onsite Engineering Project
Manager has been appointed.

The evaluation of the incumbent Technical Supervisor will be

completed by September 15, 1988.
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RECOMMENDATION 5. 1. 2: SUSPEND THE MANAGEMENT DEUELOPMENT
PROGRAM ROTATIONS FOR AT LEAST TWO YKG&. Once the Turkey Point
Management Team is in place, it is necessary to maintain a stable
organization to develop teamwork and accountability and to ensure
that the managers take a long term view of the performance of
their organization. A major step in achieving a stable
management team is the suspension for at least two years of the
corporate management development rotation program at Turkey
Point.

DISCUSSION ANALYSIS: Senior corporate management agrees with the

IMA that stability, continuity, accountability, and teamwork are

essential for the Turkey Point management team to be successful.

Therefore, effective April 15, 1988, senior corporate management

suspended management development rotations at Turkey Point for
department heads and above for approximately two years. The ten

corporate management positions identified in response to
Recommendation 5.1.1 are not subject to management development

rotation. The policy Woes not, however, preclude promotions or

other transfers that may be necessary to properly conduct the

operation of Turkey Point. Consideration will also be given to
suspending'uch rotations for those corporate staff positions
which may be of particular importance to achieving improvement at
Turkey Point.

When plant performance has improved and stabilized, corporate

and plant management will review progress to determine when a

management development rotation program may be reinstated at
Turkey Point. 'Should the decision be made to reinstate the

program, it will be done in a controlled manner to limit the

number of management positions on rotation.
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SCHEDULE: A decision on whether to reinstate the management

rotation program at Turkey Point will be made after the end of
the two-year suspension period and only following definitive and

continuing plant performance improvement.
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RECOMMENDATION 5. 2 . 1: ESTABLISH MORE MEANINGFUL S1TE GOALS .
The ZMA team recommends that Turkey Point management evaluate
the current site goals to assure that the proper messages are
conveyed to the Turkey Point work force. It is recommended that
the Site Lead Team indicators which have been selected be re-
examined to assure that they are necessary and sufficient to
achieve the needed focus at Turkey Point.

The IMA Team believes that there are areas of special emphasis
and more meaningful, broader goals which management should
consider in its review of Turkey Point goals. Some of the
currently defined plant indicators are, in fact, measures of
these goals. The following items are offered as examples of
these higher level goals:

1 ~

2 ~

3 ~

4 ~

Continuing safe operation.

Achieving quality work performance.

Achieving high plant reliability.
Reducing the number of plant changes.

5 ~

6.

7 ~

8.

Improving the plant/NRC relationship.
Improving the physical condition of the plant.
Achieving effective outage management.

Increased plant-wide emphasis on security.

DISCUSSION ANALYSIS: FPL has expanded the response to this
recommendation to include Nuclear Energy staff goals as well as

Turkey Point site goals. The AEOD Report recommended that this
recommendation be applied to corporate goals. As a basic

framework, FPL's corporate goals are to operate its nuclear units

in a manner which:

(1) protects the public health and safety and promotes

public confidence in nuclear power;
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(2) results in reliable and efficient electric generation,

and

(3) assures the health and safety of its employees,

particularly with respect to radiological exposure.

These general goals are reflected in plans which are coordinated

by the Senior Vice President-Nuclear and which are implemented

throughout each level of the nuclear organization (i.e. corporate

nuclear staff, sites). Progress in achieving these goals, as

reflected in a set of performance indicators, is reviewed at a

monthly meeting with the President of FPL.

In order to ensure that improvements are being pursued,

consistent with corporate goals the following Turkey Point site
goals and indicators have been approved by senior corporate

management:

INDICATORS

Improve Nuclear Safety NRC Violations
LCO Hours at Power

LERs

Improve Unit Reliability
Security Incident Reports

Unplanned Days Off-line
Unplanned Shutdowns per

Operating Month

Mean Time Between Failure
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Improve Personnel Safety Personnel Radiation Exposure

Personnel Contamination

Lost Time Accidents

Contaminated Area

Targets have been selected for each of the indicators. The

indicators are tracked monthly, and the target values will be

evaluated annually and adjusted as necessary in response to past

performance and corporate direction.

In addition to the aforementioned site goals and indicators, the

Site Vice President has instructed the site managers and

superintendents to establish goals for their respective
organizations to support the site goals. These site departmental

goals will be stated and integrated in a manner which will be

understandable, easily communicated, and tailored to each

department's role in achieving the site goals. These

departmental goals and indicators will be communicated by

appropriate plant supervisory personnel to assure that they are

conveyed in a manner consistent with the plant goals.

Site departmental goals are in the process of being selected and

developed. Examples of these are as follows:

— Reduce number of Security Incident Reports
- Reduce Emergency Diesel Generator unavailability
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— Reduce control room deficiencies
— Reduce PWO backlog
— Reduce the number of plant changes/modifications

Indicators and targets will be selected for all goals. Personnel

accountable for achieving each departmental goal will be

identified. The departmental indicators will be monitored by

plant management. Indicators not within target will be discussed

with accountable personnel and during staff meetings, in order to
develop and implement countermeasures to bring the indicator back

within control.

In parallel with the new Turkey Point goals/indicators, the

Nuclear Energy staff has revised the Nuclear Energy Department

Policy (Appendix A), clarifying and communicating (he mission of
the Nuclear Energy staff. This mission is primarily plant

'upport, but also includes elements such as proactive
problem/issue resolution, technical consultation, policy
formulation, strategic planning, technology transfer, and cost

and overall management control).

The Nuclear Energy Department Policy gives general guidance to
the Nuclear Energy staff, and requires development of detailed
procedures to implement the policy. The implementing procedures

include the mission and'ccountabilities of the staff groups as

well as projects and activities in support of site goals and will
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be approved by the Senior Vice President-Nuclear. Examples of
staff projects that are on-going or under consideration, and

which support Turkey Point site goals, include the following:

Assist in reduction of Turkey Point maintenance

backlog
— Assist in upgrade of Turkey Point security system

— Develop a corporate policy on relationship with

the NRC

— Analyze critical equipment and component failures
to enhance reliability

— Obtain approval of new Turkey Point

Technical Specifications

A followup review of the complete goal/indicator hierarchy will
be performed to ensure that Nuclear Energy staff
accountabilities/activities and site goals/indicators at the

various managerial levels are, aligned properly. This will be

done under the supervision of the Senior Vice President-Nuclear.

SCHEDULE: The Turkey Point goals/indicators, and departmental

goals/indicators in support of the overall site goals/indicators

are in effect. The Nuclear Energy Department Policy and

implementing procedures (and associated staff accountabilities

and projects/activities) have been approved.
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The followup review of the complete goal/indicator hierarchy will
be completed by September 1, 1988. The review may lead to
modifications of selected goals/indicators to ensure they are

properly aligned.
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RECOMMENDATION 5. 2 . 2: EFFECTIVELY COMMUNICATE GOALS TO PLANT
PERSONNEL.

The IMA Team recommends that Turkey Point Management effectively
communicate the plant goals to the entire organization. Such
communication is the first step required to allow organizations
and personnel to define their performance indicators (goals) to
support the plant goals. This communication can be accomplished
by a combination of processes.

The meetings of the site vice president with the plant staff
should be used to emphatically articulate the specific goals of
the plant, indicate that each group and person has an important
role in achieving those goals and set forth a near-term schedule,
e.g. two months, for each organization to develop its supporting
goals.

The line management and supervision are key to the goal setting
and communication process and must be involved very early. Line
management must understand and agree to the goals. The plant
goals must be devolved into goals for each organization which are
meaningful to the personnel within the specific organization.

An effective means of communicating the goals is for management
to conduct plant walk-throughs and meet face-to-face with the
work force. Such meetings can demonstrate management's strong
support of the goals and give the workers an opportunity for
discussion of the goals:

DISCUSSION ANALYSIS: The response to this Recommendation has

been expanded to include communication of corporate, as well as

Turkey Point, goals. The AEOD Report 'lso suggested such a

broader application of this IMA recommendation. Subtier

supporting goals are being established within each organization

as described in the response to Recommendation 5.2.1.

A coordinated effort by the plant staff and the FPL Corporate

Communication Department is being initiated to communicate

corporate, site, and departmental goals to the plant. The Senior

Vice President-Nuclear will periodically meet with site staff to
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address both corporate and site goals. The Turkey Point Site
Vice-President has instructed Turkey Point managers,

superintendents, and department heads to conduct periodic
meetings (initially as often as every other week) to discuss and

explain to site personnel the site goals and the departmental

goals that support the site goals. During these meetings, the

managers, superintendents, and department heads will discuss the

progress as well as any problems encountered in attaining those

goals. Particular emphasis will be placed on the individual
employee's role in this effort. Plant management will obtain

feedback on the effectiveness of these efforts by communicating

with the site personnel during their management walk-throughs and

"huddle groups" (meetings of management with small groups of
workers), safety meetings, and other meetings.

The goals and indicators in Recommendation 5.2.1 are also being

disseminated to plant personnel via the Turkey Point newsletter
"To the Point." The newsletter will periodically carry articles
pertaining to goals to help the work force understand them

better. In addition, goals will be disseminated via the site
television network.

To assure the effective implementation of site and corporate

goals, and understanding of the individual employee s specific
contribution toward achieving these goals, first line supervisors

are developing written descriptions of their routine work,
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selecting indicators for the desired level of performance, and

developing feedback loops to monitor their routine work

activities.

The Nuclear Energy Department Policy discussed in Recommendation

5.2.1 includes guidance on communications and individual
interactions. Specific guidance for Nuclear Energy staff
personnel is included in departmental implementing procedures.

These procedures identify accountabilities, projects/activities,
and performance measures/indicators for achieving corporate staff
goals. The goals are being communicated in meetings and

informal discussions with the Nuclear Energy staff by the Senior

Vice President-Nuclear and/or the Vice President-Nuclear Energy.

Progress in achieving these goals will be monitored by the Senior

Vice President-Nuclear, 'the Vice President-Nuclear Energy, or
their designees. Feedback will be provided to the individuals
accountable for achieving assigned goals.

SCHEDULE: Communication of corporate and Turkey Point goals is
underway.

Implementing Procedures for each Nuclear Energy Staff group have

been approved.
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RECOMMENDATION 5. 2. 3: MATCH WORKLOAD TO RESOURCES - The IMA
Team recommends that Turkey Point Site Management re-evaluate
all improvement programs and plant changes. These should be
carefully examined to select only those that, are essential to the
achievement of the site goals. The essential improvements must
then be prioritized and scheduled such that they can be
accomplished using the current plant resources. Because of the
impact of changes on many aspects of the plant, there is a limit
to the number of changes which can be managed effectively.

DISCUSSION ANALYSIS Numerous improvement programs have been

initiated at Turkey Point. Taken separately, most of these are

beneficial. However, considered in the aggregate, they have

tended to divert resources from the correction of identified
problems because they have not been effectively prioritized. The

result has been a level of commitment and change that strains
resources and diffuses corrective action.

The workload/resource mismatch at Turkey Point, in significant
part, resulted from commitments made without a full recognition
of the resources necessary to accomplish the work by the

committed due date. Corporate and Turkey Point management

recognize the importance of correcting this mismatch. Therefore,

Turkey Point improvement programs and plant change activities
will be reviewed to determine those which are most important to
the attainment of site goals (including site departmental goals)

and/or meeting regulatory requirements.

As a first step, the Turkey Point staff reviewed all Requests

for Technical Assistance (RTAs). As a result of this review,

RTAs were either cancelled, or, if valid, were transferred to
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Requests for Engineering Assistance (REAs) or other established

systems.

'I

As the next step, Turkey Point will review REAs, Requests for
Cost Estimate (RCEs), Engineering Design Packages, and Plant

Change/Modification Packages (PC/Ms), as well as other proposed

plant changes and improvement programs, to eliminate those items

which are not essential to support site goals or. regulatory

requirements. When the review is completed, the essential

programs/changes will be prioritized, planned, and scheduled

taking into account necessary corporate and plant resources. The

resulting schedules will be examined to determine whether the

timing of required improvements is acceptable considering site
and corporate goals or regulatory requirements. Additional

resources will be obtained as required if specific changes or

programs need to be accelerated.

The ?MA report indicates that an excessive amount of line
management resources is devoted to attending various meetings.

The Plant Manager is reviewing the demands imposed on his
subordinates due to meetings and is taking action to eliminate

meetings and/or limit attendance at meetings as appropriate.

SCHEDULE: The reevaluation and prioritization of plant
improvement programs and plant changes, is scheduled for
completion by October 1, 1988. Actions bearing on programs based
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on regulatory requirements will be reviewed with the NRC staff,
prior to implementation.
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RECOMMENDATION 5. 2 3 - 1 - IMPROVE THE USE OF CTRAC AND THE

INTEGRATED SCHEDULE.

DISCUSSION ANALYSIS: Refer to Recommendations 5.2.3.1.a and

5.2.3.1.b.

SCHEDULE: Refer to Recommendations 5.2.3.1.a and 5.2.3.1.b.
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RECOMMENDATION 5.2.3.1.a: IMPROVE THE USE OF CTRAC. The work
associated with commitments identified in CTRAC should be
prioritized consistent with other work activities rather than by
due date. A clear commitment definition should be established
and a method should be selected to screen the commitments entered
into CTRAC and thus eliminate minor items which detract from the
important issues. The method should include factors such as the
level of effort required to close the commitment and whether the
commitment is internal or external.

DISCUSSION ANALYSIS: CTRAC has been used at Turkey Point to
monitor many plant activities in addition to regulatory
commitments, and responsibility for entering commitments and due

dates on to the system has been diffuse. As a result, the system

includes a number of types of commitments and is of limited
effectiveness as a tool, for prioritizing commitments in
accordance with their relative importance.

To change this situati5n and make CTRAC a more efficient tool, a

revised system is being developed for tracking regulatory and

other commitments separately, with access to the separate

tracking systems limited to personnel that have an identified
need for such information. In particular, the Corporate Nuclear

Licensing Department has the responsibility for identifying,
entering, tracking, and closing out regulatory commitments on

CTRAC. In the longer term, Nuclear Energy management will
promulgate guidelines regarding the overall control and

management of regulatory commitments.

SCHEDULE: CTRAC will be modified consistent with the above and

will be in operation by September 15, 1988. The Nuclear Energy
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guidelines on overall commitment control will be issued by

October 15, 1988.
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RECOMMENDATION 5.2.3.1.b:
SCHEDULE.

IMPROVE THE 'SE OP THE INTEGRATED

The Integrated Schedule (IS) is used to schedule plant changes
which meet certain requirements. The current IS process does not
consider the large fraction of available plant resources that are
required for normal plant operations, special programs, or that
are committed to tasks which do not meet the criteria for
inclusion into the IS. These resource commitments must be
included in the IS or considered in the development of resource
constraints for the IS. Stringent criteria should be developed
to preclude management overrides in the IS except in clearly
urgent situations. The number of management overrides
demonstrate that the IS prioritizing system should be
reevaluated. In addition, consideration should be given to
centralizing the responsibility for scheduling work and setting
priorities.

DISCUSSION ANALYSIS: The Turkey Point. IS Program is designed

to integrate plant changes that are in response to NRC

requirements with self-initiated FPL plant improvement changes.

The IS Program is intended to serve both as an internal
scheduling device and a regulatory interface tool. It became

part of the Turkey Point license by amendment late last year.

Initial experience within this relatively short period has been

less than satisfactory in terms of its effectiveness as a

regulatory interface tool. The Technical Supervisor will
initiate a study to identify and resolve the problems which have

prevented the IS amendment from fully achieving its intended

purposes.

SCHEDULE: The IS study will be initiated in September 1988 and

completed *by mid-November 1988.
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RECOMMENDATION 5. 2 . 3 . 2 - IMPROVEMENT PROGRAMS AND PLANT CHANGES
PROPOSED BY EXTERNAL ORGANIZATIONS.
The negative impact of the resource mismatch presently a'ffecting
Turkey Point would be reduced by a more effective screening
process prior to Turkey Point committing to the action. The IMA
Team believes that Turkey Point has too often committed to
programs which overtax or distract the management team from their
line responsibilities.

DISCUSSION ANALYSIS: FPL has expanded the review process used to
screen prospective plant changes, to encompass proposed

improvement programs from external as well as internal sources.

Plant changes and improvement programs not essential to attaining
site goals or meeting regulatory requirements will be eliminated.
The essential plant changes and improvement programs will be

prioritized, planned, and scheduled as described in the response

to Recommendation 5.2.3.

Responsibility for controlling and prioritizing plant
modifications is in the site Change Review Team (CRT) and Project
Review Board (PRB). CRT membership consists of, as a minimum,

the Configuration Control Supervisor, the Operations Supervisor,

the Operations Support Supervisor, the Assistant Maintenance

Superintendent, and the project sponsor. The CRT makes

recommendations to the PRB based on consideration of such factors
as nuclear safety, personnel safety, and regulatory requirements.

The PRB membership now consists of the Plant Manager, the

Operations Superintendent, the Maintenance Superintendent, the
Technical Supervisor, the Nuclear Services Manager, the onsite
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Engineering Project Manager, and the Site Project Manager. These

changes were made to provide more direct participation in the

modification process on the part of plant line management.

SCHEDULE: The revisions to the review process have been

accomplished.
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RECOMMENDATION 5. 2. 3. 3: INDIVIDUALSPONSORSHIP OP PLANT CHANGES.
The IMA Team recommends that Turkey Point management enforce the
practice that all proposed changes and modifications are
sponsored by an individual along with the head of the department
initiating the change.

DISCUSSION ANALYSIS: The procedures governing plant changes will
be revised to require the assignment of a sponsor and department

head for each proposed plant change. The sponsoring department

of a proposed plant change will be responsible to ensure that the

change meets a well defined need. The sponsoring department

will be accountable for monitoring the design, implementation,

and schedule of the project. Engineering and Construction will
be responsible for meeting their schedules and resource

accountabilities.

SCHEDULE: The governing procedures will be revised by September

1( 1988.
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RECOMMENDATION 5.2.4 REDUCE EXTERNAL DEMANDS ON TUEGCEY POINT.
Turkey Point has been responding to numerous demands on its
resources from external organizations, such as corporate and
Nuclear Energy Department management, the NRC and INPO. These
organizations have not always been sensitive to the potential
adverse impact that incremental programs, plant changes or
schedule accelerations can have on the entire plant, its
management and its support systems. Each change taken
individually may be desirable, but often the aggregate of many
programs can be counterproductive or detrimental to plant
improvement and performance.

With the completion of this appraisal and recent NRC and INPO
inspections, the IMA team believes that the significant issues at
Turkey Point have been identified. Consistent with this, the IMA
team recommends that organizations outside the plant recognize
the need for Turkey Point to focus resources on solving the
identified problems. Preparing for and responding to additional
special inspections and evaluations would absorb critical
resources which could be better utilized to correct known
problems.

DISCUSSION ANALYSIS: Nuclear Energy demands on plant resources

are now limited by procedures developed pursuant to the Nuclear

Energy Department Policy. The implementing procedures emphasize

the need for limiting such external demands to those essential to

corporate goals and indicators with which they are aligned.

The IMA also refers to the external demands imposed by NRC and

other organizations. While recognizing that the public safety

functions entrusted by law to the NRC cannot be "negotiated", FPL

will explore with the Commission, as well as NUMARC, INPO and

other external organizations, what c'n be done to better
structure the demands on Turkey Point personnel to facilitate
their concentration on solving the problems which appear to be of

higher priority.
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The Vice President-Nuclear Energy will hold his staff accountable

for limiting demands 'n the plant to those necessary for
attaining corporate and site goals and meeting regulatory

requirements.

SCHEDULE: The procedures which implement the Nuclear Energy

Department Policy have been approved by the Senior Vice

President-Nuclear.
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RECOMMENDATION 5. 2. 5: ESTABLISH PERFORMANCE MEASURES AND
PROVIDE FEEDBACK. Develop ef fective, written performance
measures for each manager and work group, starting with the
maintenance and operations groups. These measures must support
the goals of the plant and those of the specific organization.
These measures should include direct measures of performance,
such as plant safety, quality of work, schedules and budget, as
well as indirect measures, such as overtime and turnover. The
measures must relate to the accomplishment of real work rather
than just activity such as the processing of paperwork.
Involving the employees in developing the performance measures
and the action plans for achieving them can enhance teamwork.

Managers can enhance teamwork in natural work groups by reviewing
performance reports and graphs during regular staff meetings and
involving their employees in setting goals and developing action
plans for achieving those goals. This process should be built
into existing weekly meetings and should be kept to thirty
minutes or less per week.

In light of the recent security performance at Turkey Point, the
performance measures for each manager, superintendent,
supervisor, and foreman must acknowledge that security is an
important part of their personal and organizational
responsibility. To support this, key plant managers should
review the Security Plan to become more sensitive to the overall
security program.

DISCUSSION ANALYSIS: Performance measures or indicators for
each manager and work group are being prepared. Managers are

involving the employees in their work group in setting goals and

developing action plans for achieving those goals. Development

of performance measures for the site maintenance,. operations and

training organizations is being given high priority.

r

Per formance indicators will be monitored and appropriate

feedback given to the managers in staff meetings and performance

appraisals so that effective corrective measures can be taken.
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The indicators will show each group's degree of success in
meeting its own goals and the site goals.

Performance measures at Turkey Point will reflect the importance

of security as a part of supervisory accountability. In
addition, plant supervision will be required to become familiar
with the requirements of the Security Plan.

Performance measures for the Nuclear Energy staff will be

developed from the Nuclear Energy Department policy statement,

implementing procedures, and individual job accountabilities.
Indicators will be selected and monitored which reflect the
staff role in supporting the activities and goals of the nuclear
sites.

The Site Vice Presidents and the Vice President-Nuclear Energy

are accountable for overall attainment of performance standards
I

and goals. They will meet periodically with the Senior Vice

President-Nuclear to assess progress toward meeting site and

corporate goals and to plan corrective measures in the event that
progress is not satisfactory.

SCHEDULE: A schedule for the issuance of written performance

measures will be developed after completion of job descriptions
as described under Recommendation 5.1.1.
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RECOMMENDATION 5. 3. 1: MANAGEMENT WALK-THROUGHS. Managers and
supervisors must be in a position to ensure that work force
activities relate to plant goals and priorities. Walk-throughs
afford the opportunity to provide immediate and specific on-the-
job coaching, to correct deficient performance, and to praise
excellent performance. The walk-throughs can also provide
management with direct input on the physical condition of the
plant and the efforts to eliminate compensatory measures required
of operators.

DISCUSSION ANALYSIS: FPL recognizes the necessity for management

to be involved with plant activities on a daily basis. The

routine visibility and contact of management with the work force

is of extreme importance. Implementation of many of the

recommendations adopted and/or described in this response should

allow more time and opportunity for plant management to conduct

frequent and meaningful walk-throughs. These walk-throughs,

will provide opportunities for coaching, positive feedback, and

on the spot correction ef performance problems.

The frequency of walk-throughs and the area covered may be varied

from time to time. At the present, in addition to informal

unscheduled walk-throughs, the following more structured

management walk-throughs are being conducted:

— The Plant Manager's Weekly Tour — assigns

accountability to the cognizant Superintendent for
a specific area to inspect material condition,

housekeeping, etc.
— Monthly Safety System Management Walkdowns-
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conducted by appropriate Department Heads to
examine system alignment and material condition.

— System of the Week — a walkdown of the targeted

system by the system engineer, and a review by a

multi-disciplinary team, including supervisors,

that focuses on the identification and correction
of chronic problems and deficiencies. The System

of the Week program will remain in effect as a

method to aid in focusing and coordinating efforts
to reduce the PWO backlog until the site
scheduling organization is fully functioning.

To further focus management walk-throughs, the Plant Manager

will identify key items to be observed monthly, based upon

several considerations, including:

— Recurring equipment performance problems
— Material condition concerns

- Regulatory concerns

- Compensatory measures required of operators

The visibility of corporate management is also an important

factor in helping the Turkey Point work force understand how

their activities relate to plant operations and the

accomplishment of higher level site and corporate goals.

Therefore, corporate management and staff will spend more time at
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the site observing plant activities, interacting with plant
management and staff, and generally providing direct feedback

from corporate management on the acceptability of plant
performance.

SCHEDULE: The management walk-throughs described above are in
effect and on-going.
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UPGRADE THE PHYSICAL CONDITION OP THERECOMMENDATION 5.3.2:
PLANT.
The IMA Team recommends that management continue to emphasize
actions to upgrade the physical condition of the plant,
especially in those areas where deficient equipment requires that
the operators take compensatory measures. The NLO's and LO's
should identify those items which require compensatory measures,
e.g. manual operation of functions designed to be automatic, and
instrumentation out of service or calibration. Because Turkey
Point operators have become accustomed to "working around"
deficient equipment, support from MOS personnel or operators from
St. Lucie may be very helpful in this identification. Once the
needs are identified, operations management must prioritize those
needs. Maintenance, PPE, TSG and other plant organizations
should then be fully supportive of the priorities set by
operations. The management walk-throughs, including those by the
Site Vice President and plant managers, should focus on the
progress made in repairing the equipment.

DISCUSSION ANALYSIS: The following actions have been, or are

being implemented to upgrade the material condition of Turkey

Point:

— The Operations Superintendent has directed the LOs

and NLOs to identify deficient plant conditions

and out-of-service equipment that have led to
compensatory measures. Additional electronic
terminals to process work orders have been

installed in field locations to provide ready

access by NLOs and LOs. This will allow for
direct entry by the work order originator and will
provide verification to the originator of the

acceptance of submitted work orders.
— A scheduling department within the Operations

Department is being established. This new
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department will be assigned responsibility for
maintaining a daily work list for the plant. Each

shift PS-N will monitor the work list for
completion on his shift. The performance

indicator will be the percent completion of the

worklist on each shift. The Turkey Point Plant

Manager is responsible for ensuring that the

Operations Department takes the lead in
prioritizing these activities, and that the

Maintenance Department, the Technical Department,

and other plant organizations operate in a way

consonant with an operations-centered philosophy.
— The "system of the week" concept has been

functioning as an Operations-driven look at work

orders on a specific system with the intent of
focusing and coordinating the effort to reduce the

PWO backlog. It will remain in effect until the

function becomes part of the routine activity of
the Operations scheduling organization. Factored

in are high priority deficiencies, automatic

equipment that is operating in a manual mode, and

multiple work orders to be worked within an LCO.

The performance indicator is the ratio of work

orders for the system before and after the week.

— The Outage Manager will report to the Operations

Scheduling Department discussed above. This will
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ensure that Operations also signif icantly
influences the priorities for scheduling outage

work. The performance indicator will be percent

completion of the Outage work list.

As noted above, site management will monitor plant material

condition during walk-throughs. From a corporate standpoint,

monitoring the improvement in plant material condition is a prime

accountability of the Senior Vice President-Nuclear.

SCHEDULE: Activities needed to implement this recommendation

will be completed by August 31, 1988.
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RECOMMENDATION 5.3.3:. CORPORATE MANAGEMENT ACCEPTANCE OR LOWER
SHORT-TERM AVAILABILITY. During the next two to three years,
while the upgrade of the equipment is being accomplished, FPL
Corporate Management must accept lower, realistic availability
goals. The temporarily reduced availability goals will allow for
longer or more frequent outages. Once the equipment is
upgraded, the plant should be able to achieve the higher goals
for long term availability which are normally appropriate for FPL
plants.

DISCUSSION ANALYSIS: FPL corporate management has recognized the

need to accept lower short-term availability. This is necessary

to upgrade the material condition of the plant and to shift the

focus to reliability. FPL also recognizes the importance of
ensuring that this message is communicated throughout the nuclear

organization. Many actions taken in the past few years have

reduced availability in the interests of increasing safety and

reliability. Full understanding of these goals had not, however,

been communicated throughout the nuclear organization. This will
be corrected by including this message among the goals being

communicated as described under Recommendation 5.2.2; in
discussions during the management walk-throughs discussed in the

response to Recommendation 5.3.1; and in various plant and

corporate meetings.

Consistent with this shift in emphasis, the next refueling and

overhaul outage is being planned differently from previous

outages. The prior approach was to define a critical path

duration, and schedule the work that could be fit into that
duration. The upcoming outage is being developed by examining
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each system and defining what work in addition to the normal

overhaul is required to obtain reliable performance.

SCHEDULE: Communication of goals is an ongoing activity.
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RECOMMENDATION 5. 3 4 - ACCEPT PERSONAL RESPONSIBILITY FOR
PROBLEM SOLUTION. As part of the effort to increase the sense of
ownership by the Turkey Point personnel, the Project Team
recommends that each identified equipment problem at Turkey Point
be assigned to one person. This person would be lowest level
individual who could reasonably be expected to achieve
resolution. He or she would be responsible to assure that the
problem is resolved in a timely manner. This person would define
the proper priority of the problem with line management, would
involve only those parties who are required for the resolution,
and would escalate to management any conflicts in schedules or
resources which the worker is unable to resolve. This
recommendation is intended to help produce a change of attitude
at Turkey Point, i.e., increased accountability. It is not
intended to create new positions, procedures or additional
paperwork.

DISCUSSION ANALYSIS: Responses to other sections address

establishment of responsibility for problem solution. The

accountabilities for Plant Changes are described in Section

5.2.3.3. The redirection of maintenance performance and

accountabilities is outlined in Section 5.3.7. The

responsibilities of Operations in assuring the acceptability of

plant material condition are discussed in Section 5.3.2. The

elimination of RTA s is described in Section 5.2.3.2.
Accountabilities of the Training Department, the Nuclear Energy

Staff, and the System Engineer are outlined in Sections 5.1.1.d,

5.2.2, and 5.3.5, respectively. Collectively, these and other

measures discussed in this response represent important steps

toward achieving accountability within the entire organization.

SCHEDULE: Refer to Recommendations 5.1.1.d, 5.2.2, 5.2.3.2,

5.2.3.3, 5.3.2, 5.3.5 and 5.3.7.
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RECOMMENDATION 5. 3. 5: IMPROVE SYSTEM ENGINEERING EFFECTIVENESS.

The IMA Team recommends that Turkey Point management improve the
system engineer effectiveness by the following actions:

1 ~

2 ~

3 ~

4 ~

5.

Provide support and direction to system engineers and
recognize that the system engineer's role is vital to
improved plant performance. Management must hold the system
engineer accountable for system performance. The system
engineer must have approval authority for any changes
proposed on his or her systems.

Complete the staffing plans to replace the contractor
personnel and to fillthe new positions with,FPL employees.

Define the skills and experience required in the system
engineering group and hire or transfer personnel that have
the needed skills and experience.

Develop and implement a system engineer training program.

Revise program procedures as necessary to require the system
engineer's active involvement in activities affecting their
systems, such as PC/Ms, procedure changes, PWOs, etc.

DISCUSSION ANALYSIS: Corporate and plant management support the

enhancement of Turkey Point's system engineering concept and will
provide the resources necessary to replace the contract system

engineers with permanent FPL employees. The implementation of
this concept involves:

— the effort undertaken in response to
Recommendation 5.1.1 to identify the experience

and skill requirements for various nuclear

management and staff positions,
— the selection of applicable systems that will be

managed under the system engineering concept,
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the assignment or hiring of new FPL system

engineers,

the establishment of training programs for the new

system engineers,

the issuance of procedures which outline
reliability engineering activities as described in
Recommendation 5.4.6, and

- the gradual phase-out of contractor personnel that
are currently responsible for many system-related

activities.

As discussed in Recommendation 5.1.1.c, there are 18 system

engineers at Turkey Point at the present time, of whom seven are

FPL personnel. FPL is in the process of replacing the contract

personnel with permanent FPL employees. FPL will hire
experienced system engineers or, train as system engineers, FPL

employees who have demonstrated excellent engineering
performance. In the case of the latter, FPL would arrange for
the training of candidate system engineers, including development

of training programs, as necessary.

Training for system engineers will include, among other subjects,

reliability engineering techniques, plant familiarization,
interactions between systems and root cause analysis. Primary

responsibility and accountability for the successful development

and implementation of these training programs will be with the
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plant training staff, with support from'he corporate training
staff.

Procedures will be revised to require the involvement of the

system engineers in activities affecting their systems, such as

plant changes (PC/Ms), procedure changes, system maintenance,

operability assessments and root cause analyses. In general, the

authority of the system engineers will be significantly
broadened. The primary focus of the system engineers will be to
improve system reliability as described in Recommendation 5.4.6,
while reducing the paperwork necessary to call on their
resources. The system engineers will have the lead role in the

analysis of the root cause of equipment failures. The current

plant root cause analysis activities
systematized into an overall plant root

will be reviewed and

cause analysis program,

with clearer definition of the types of plant events requiring
root cause analysis and individual responsibilities for
performing such analyses.

Indicators and goals will be established for each system that is
assigned to a system engineer. Indicators to be considered for
such use include system availability, and numbers of LCOs and

LZRs attributable to a system problem. Progress toward meeting

system goals will be monitored to provide feedback to management

on the success of the program.
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SCHBDULB: Revised procedures and a training program to
implement the system engineering concept will be available by

December 1988.
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RECOMMENDATION 5 3 6: CONTROL OVERTIME. The IMA Team
recommends that site management immediately initiate an action to
control overtime. Such action should require supervisory
approval of overtime in advance and should also require
management justification of overtime beyond minimal levels. The
policy should require management to budget overtime and to be
held accountable for adherence to that budget. The IMA team
believes that additional staff may be a solution in a very few
specific cases, e.g. operations and health physics. However,
the most appropriate solution is better management, improved
prioritization of work and better utilization of the current work
force. In order to avoid severe employee morale problems, due to
the fact high overtime pay appears to have become the norm, it
may be necessary to implement overtime reduction measures in a
phased manner.

DISCUSSION ANALYSIS: The Site Vice President issued a memorandum

on May 20, 1988, requiring each manager, department head, and

supervisor to review the overtime being worked in his respective

area on a weekly basis prior to authorizing future overtime.

The amount of previous overtime worked, the individual's
effectiveness and other" alternatives available must be considered

before authorizing overtime. A process to control overtime has

been established, requiring the approval of overtime by the

Department Head, and real-time feedback on overtime worked, such

that excessive overtime can be detected and corrected. As

overtime is brought under tighter control, the impact on plant
resources will be examined and proper adjustments (including

additional personnel, if necessary) will be made.

Planned overtime forecasts will be prepared monthly by each

department and reviewed by the superintendent. Monthly lists of

actual overtime expended will be prepared by the Services Manager

and distributed to each level of management. On an annual basis,
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superintendents will be required to budget and manage an

overtime plan. Superintendents who authorize and manage overtime

activities will be accountable for overtime control. Progress in
attaining overtime goals will be monitored by the Site Vice

President who will meet periodically with accountable personnel
/

to review their performance in implementing this program. The

goal for 1989 is to reduce overtime by 204 of the 1988 rate. An

additional 10% reduction in each of the succeeding two years is
targeted. The long term goal for the overtime level at Turkey

Point plant is 124.

The AEOD Report referenced an IMA concern regarding overtime in
the Chemistry and Health Physics Departments. Staffing increases

have been approved for both of these Departments. While this
additional staff is being recruited, contractors are being hired
for the Chemistry Department as an interim measure.

The Health Physics Department has been authorized to hire
additional staff, the majority of whom will be replacements for
contractor personnel. The replacement of contractor personnel

with FPL employees will relieve the overtime burden since only

the permanent FPL employee Radiation Protection Technicians are

permitted to work overtime.

SCHEDULE: The expanded program to control and track employee

overtime will be put into effect by September 30, 1988.
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RECOMMENDATION 5.3.7: IMPROVE MAINTENANCE PERFORMANCE.

Improvement of the performance of the maintenance organization is
essential to Turkey Point. In addition to being responsive to
the needs of operations, this improvement should include
improving the PWO process and continuing the actions underway to
increase the experience level of I&C support.

The IMA Team recommends that, where appropriate, more technical
resources be applied to the planning phase of the PWO package
development. Also, organizational changes should be made to
improve the scheduling, planning and coordination between
maintenance and operations. We recommend that qualified
personnel be assigned to the planning phase of the PWO
preparation, to assist in the execution of the technical
requirements and to approve the final PWO package. They should
also be assigned responsibility to analyze tasks to the specific
activity level so that the tasks can be coordinated with other
maintenance disciplines supporting or working (on other PWOs) on
the same system or component. We further recommend that
consideration be given to requiring the use of modern job
planning techniques (i.e., PERT, CPM or other network analysis
and resource scheduling tools). During PWO package preparation,
the planners should be required to assess the impact of the work
on security and to coordinate with Security when appropriate.

The IMA Team recommends that the Plant Manager closely monitor
the effectiveness of the efforts underway to improve the
experience level of the I&C maintenance group.

DISCUSSION ANALYSIS: The maintenance performance at Turkey Point

(including mechanical, electrical and I&C maintenance) needs to
be improved in areas of material condition, PWO backlog, Control

Room deficiencies, and maintenance procedures. To successfully

accomplish this the Maintenance Superintendent is being assigned

an assistant with a proven industry track record and familiarity
with maintenance practices being used in the nuclear industry.

His responsibility will be to develop programmatic changes which

have been proven success'ful at other nuclear facilities.
i
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Particular emphasis is being placed on 'programs and practices
involving work planning, root cause determination, procedure

development and individual accountability. To increase the

efficiency of maintenance planning, each maintenance crew will be

assigned a specific planner. Among the planner's duties will be

the conduct of field walkdowns, evaluation of equipment failure
history, and interface with maintenance engineers to determine

root cause. The planner will provide information to the foremen

to assist them in conducting briefings prior to work being

performed for complicated Plant Work Orders (PWOs), and

maintaining rigorous compliance with the PWOs. Zn this
connection, the AEOD Report referenced a statement by ?MA team

members that maintenance technician training records were not

used in making job assignments. To facilitate the use of on-the-

job-training and classroom training records in maintenance work

assignments, computerized training records will be made more

accessible to field supervisors.

The AEOD Report also referenced a concern of IMA team personnel

regarding the level of experience of the existing staff of
maintenance planners. Work package planning is now being

performed by personnel with maintenance experience and system

coordination is being performed by personnel with strong computer

skills.
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The Nuclear Job Planning System (NJPS) (electronic work order and

machinery history) was not designed to provide the equipment

failure information needed to support root cause analysis. The

system will be enhanced to facilitate root cause and historical
diagnostic capabilities. Additionally, to improve on data

records, the maintenance engineers will be required to review

selected completed work orders to ensure that adequate equipment

failure history is provided. These enhancements to NJPS will
provide the predictive tools needed by the planner to efficiently
and accurately plan for maintenance work. As equipment failure
history is accumulated, it will be utilized to plan daily
maintenance activities in a more efficient manner. To support

this approach to maintenance planning, additional training will
be provided to the maintenance planners on changes to the PWO

process, techniques of root cause analysis and plant specific
system operation. To support these improvements at Turkey

Point, the following additional resources will be provided:

— Six planners (one on midnight and one on peak

shift per dept.)
— Two I&C day crew planners
- One midnight shift maintenance coordinator
— One peak shift maintenance coordinator

If these measures and the other management changes described in
this section do not result in an appreciable decrease in the
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maintenance backlog, further resources wi.ll be added to meet

maintenance goals.

The number of control room deficiencies at Turkey Point is too

large and must be reduced. To accomplish this task, a Control

Room Deficiency Team composed of I&C maintenance engineers and

design engineers has been established. The purpose of this
team's effort is to systematically eliminate repeat Control Room

deficiencies by identifying and correcting the root causes.

Progress in this area will be monitored by tracking the number of
outstanding Control Room deficiencies.

The Plant Manager will be responsible for the actions taken to
maintain the I&C Department personnel complement and increase

its experience level. This will be accomplished by ensuring that
new, non-FPL candidates have a two year degree, or equivalent,

with five years applicable experience, and by hiring additional
I&C personnel in anticipation of attrition resulting from

transfers to nuclear operator training classes. In addition, the

I&C technicians will attend a scheduled ten week course until all
I&C personnel have received appropriate initial training.

To better support the maintenance of security equipment,

dedicated I&C support is being provided to resolve security
equipment problems. This dedicated I&C support may increase or

decrease depending on the security system demands. To assure
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compliance with security requirements during maintenance

activities, maintenance planners will be responsible for
identifying maintenance activities that may impact on security,
and for requesting appropriate review by the security department.

The AEOD Report referenced statements by IMA team members

regarding problems with post-maintenance testing (PMT). The

Turkey Point PMT program has been cited by INPO as a good

practice and is the subject of assistance requests by other

utilities. Problems with PMT have centered around field
coordination between various departments, and operational delays

associated with outages, where process flow or pressure is
required prior to signoff. Changes are being made to the PMT

procedure to address these issues. The AEOD Report also
I

questioned the effectiveness of the Analytically Based Preventive

Maintenance (ABPM) program. The effectiveness of the ABPM

program is being increased, through procedural changes and

increased management attention to performance of preventive

maintenance (PM) in accordance with schedules.

Many of the departmental maintenance instructions are being

converted to procedures approved by the Plant Nuclear Safety

Committee. In the process, work controls are being improved, the

technical bases for maintenance activities are being reviewed and

the number of general maintenance instructions and procedures is
being reduced. These changes are expected to result in improved
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compliance with procedures by maintenance personnel and increased

ABPM program effectiveness.

A scheduling department is being established within the

Operations Department to prioritize maintenance activities
according to their relative importance to safe, reliable
operations. The PS-Ns will monitor the progress in completing

work scheduled for their respective shifts. Maintenance is being

held accountable to work the scheduled activities as directed by

operations management. Network analysis planning systems will be

employed in setting schedules for large or complicated

maintenance activities. As the scheduling department becomes

fully operational, its activities will encompass the function of

the "system of the week" program as a method to coordinate

efforts to reduce the backlog of PWOs.

To instill specific accountability in the maintenance

organization, each Maintenance Department Head will be

accountable to accomplish the following 1988 goals and

indicators for his specific department:

— Reduce corrective maintenance backlog by 154 of

the January 1988 value
— Increase PM/CM ratio by 104 of the May 1988 value

— Reduce overtime for craft and supervisors by 204

of the 1987 average level
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Monthly meetings will be held between the Plant Manager and

maintenance personnel to review goal accomplishments and

establish corrective measures in areas where goals are not being

met. Corrective measures may include programmatic changes and

additional resources, as necessary, to meet stated goals.

The responsibilities of the corporate maintenance staff
(primarily activities in support of site maintenance goals) are

defined in the implementing maintenance procedure required by

the Nuclear Energy Department policy. The procedure identifies
t

the mission, and accountabilities associated with meeting

corporate staff maintenance goals. The Manager Nuclear

Maintenance is accountable for attaining the goals enumerated in
the implementing procedure.

Regular meetings between the Senior Vice President-Nuclear and/or

the Vice President-Nuclear Energy and the accountable manager

will be conducted to review progress in meeting corporate staff
maintenance goals and to identify corrective action(s) in areas

where goals are not being met. If found necessary to meet

maintenance goals, additional measures will be taken, such as

programmatic changes and/or additional resources.

SCHEDULE: The Assistant Maintenance Superintendent is scheduled

to report in late August 1988.
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The Plant Work Order (PWO) process is being improved as described

above in the DISCUSSION/ANALYSIS section. The programmatic

maintenance changes (e.g., enhancement of the Nuclear Job

Planning System, acquisition of additional maintenance

planners/coordinators, improvements in maintenance training,
trending of specific maintenance indicators, improvements in
scheduling) have begun, and will be completed by the end of

1988.

Meetings with accountable site and Nuclear Energy staff personnel

to review progress toward achieving maintenance goals will be

initiated by September 15, 1988.
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RECOMMENDATION 5. 3 . 8: ACHIEVE A BETTER RELATIONSHIP WITH THE
NRC. The IMA Team recommends that Turkey Point emphasize actions
to achieve a better relationship with the NRC. These actions
include:

1. A corporate policy on achieving an excellent relationship
with the NRC should be promulgated.

2 ~

3 ~

4 ~

Establish a better working relationship with the NRC
Resident Inspector at the Plant Manager level. - This should
include regular and routine interaction at an informal level
between senior plant management and the NRC Resident
Inspector.

Improve the effectiveness of the licensing and regulatory
compliance support for Turkey Point.

The Regulation and Compliance Group and Licensing must work
closely with other NED organizations, especially Security,
to be proactive with the NRC Inspectors.

DISCUSSION ANALYSIS: The AEOD Report emphasizes that the high

level of NRC attention to Turkey Point is due to FPL's

performance and not to- poor relations between FPL and the NRC.

FPL concludes that the AEOD is correct. It remains necessary,

however, to enhance FPL's ability to interact with the NRC, as

well as to improve the effectiveness of licensing and regulatory
support for Turkey Point. Presently, several FPL organizations

interact in the regulatory process, which sometimes leads to
conflicting perspectives and inconsistent regulatory support.

Corporate management has therefore concluded that a comprehensive

review of licensing and regulatory support organizations is
necessary to address the issues: enumerated in this
recommendation.
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SCHEDULE: The review process is scheduled for completion by

October 1, 1988. Initiation of improvements will commence at
that time.
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RECOMMENDATION 5. 3. 9: NUCLEAR ENERGY DEPARTMENT NED STAFF
MUST ACCEPT RESPONSIBILITY FOR KNOWLEDGE TRANSFER WITHIN FPL.
The IMA Team recommends that the NED Staff at Juno Beach play a
more effective role in assuring that successful practices,
lessons learned and knowledge at one FPL nuclear site are
transferred to the other.
The mechanics of this transfer should vary depending 'on thespecific discipline. Each party must have definite
responsibilities if the transfer of knowledge is to be
successful. The NED staff must be the catalyst and facilitator
while each of the plants must be eager to learn from and to help
the other. All of NED (Juno Beach, St. Lucie and Turkey Point)
needs to develop a team spirit conducive to the successful
exchange of knowledge and lessons learned. In those disciplines
where the corporate staff does not have sufficient in-plant
experience, the personnel must learn the plant's needs and
understand them. This will require time at the plant sites.
Understanding the plant needs is key to being able to assist the
plants.
NED Management should assure that this transfer of knowledge
between St. Lucie and Turkey Point actually takes place. Where
the transfer does not occur, NED management should take the
necessary action to change personnel or responsibilities.
This transfer of knowledge can be accomplished entirely within
the current organization and programs. The IMA Team is not
recommending a new program, new organization or the additional
transfer of personnel. Rather, the recommendation is that the
NED staff organizations which already have the visibility and
organizational position become accountable to accomplish this
essential goal.

DISCUSSION ANALYSIS: A Nuclear Energy Department procedure

(Appendix B), addressing the transfer of information, was

approved on June 14, 1988. This procedure identifies the

responsibility of each discipline within the Nuclear Energy

staff to identify new technology and good practices within their
respective areas that should be considered for adoption at the

plants. This includes transfer of knowledge between the sites as

well as the identification and transfer of knowledge obtained

from other industry experience. The procedure also addresses
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fol low-up to assure proper implementation and management

involvement in the process.

The AEOD Report referenced an IMA concern regarding the transfer
of training information and assistance. Consistent with the

procedure described above, and in order to facilitate the

transfer of knowledge and good practices between sites, training
management at Turkey Point and St. Lucie, with the assistance of
the corporate training staff, will conduct quarterly meetings to
discuss current issues, the quality of training materials and

simulator training (including the conduct of post-exercise

critiques). The meetings will also encompass discussion of
concepts and programs which have proven successful at other

plants. The results of the meetings will be documented, and

action items will be tracked and closed out by plant management

and monitored by the corporate training staff.

SCHEDULE: The procedure has been approved, and its
effectiveness will be monitored on a continuing basis by the

Senior Vice President-Nuclear and/or the Vice President-Nuclear

Energy. The first quarterly training meeting will be held during

the third quarter of 1988.
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RECOMMENDATION 5 - 4 - 1 EXPEDITE APPROVAL OF THE NEW TECHNICAL

SPECIFICATIONS. The IMA Team recommends that both FPL and NRC

management review the current schedule for completion of the

development and negotiation of the new Plant Technical

Specifications, and make every effort to accelerate completion.

DISCUSSION ANALYSIS: FPL and the NRC staff are in the process

of finalizing a new set of Technical Specifications. It is
presently estimated that the new Technical Specifications will be

issued in 1989;

The PS-Ns are accountable for proper Technical Specification
interpretation at Turkey Point, including equipment operability
determinations. Interpretation of the current Technical

g

Specifications is complicated by the fact that they do not

contain detailed guidance of the type provided in the proposed

Technical Specifications. As a result, the licensed operators

have been encouraged, where possible, to consult with plant
supervision regarding complex interpretations. The AEOD Report

referenced an internal operating order requiring joint
interpretations of Technical Specifications. That order has been

withdrawn, and the licensed operators have been reminded of their
responsibility for proper interpretation of the Technical

Specifications, and the continuing availability of plant
supervision for consultation.
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To strengthen the ability of PS-Ns to interpret the Technical

Specifications currently in effect, they will be required to
complete additional class training on procedure 0-ADM-021

"Technical Specification Implementation Procedure," including
previous interpretation history, and administrative controls.
This training will improve the ability of the PS-Ns to interpret
Technical Specifications, as recommended by the AEOD Report.

To support the PS-Ns in carrying out their responsibilities for
interpreting and assuring compliance with the new Technical

Specifications when they are issued, all PS-Ns will be required

to complete a training program on the new Technical
Specifications. This training program will include, among other

things, the basis for the new Technical Specifications and

differences between the old Technical Specifications and the new

ones. The PS-Ns will be tested upon completion of the training
program to demonstrate their ability to make the appropriate

interpretations and to assure compliance.

SCHEDULE: Training on 0-ADM-021 will be completed by November

30, 1988. The new training program will be developed, and the

PS-Ns will have completed the training program, prior to
implementation of the new Technical Specifications.
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RECOMMENDATION 5.4.2: EMPHASIZE UALITY. Plant management
should indicate the importance of quality by: (1) setting plant
and organizational goals to improve quality, (2) emphasizing
quality during management walk-throughs and meetings, (3)
providing more visible support to QA/QC and (4) making better use
of data supplied by them. They should also use the QA/QC
organization to assist in performance monitoring, especially in
surveillance of operations and maintenance activities. In
addition Turkey Point management can make more effective use of
QA audits and trending to minimize recurring problems.

DISCUSSION ANALYSIS: Plant management will follow through on

this recommendation by increasing the emphasis on, and attention
to, quality programs and will improve the utilization of the

Quality Assurance (QA) and Quality Control (QC) organizations.
More visible support for the QA/QC organizations is reflected in:

- Emphasizing quality during daily activities, work

meetings, and plant walk-throughs.
— Increasing QC participation in the Plant Nuclear

Safety Committee (PNSC).

— Discussing QA/QC data during plant management

meetings to assess work practices and take any

corrective action necessary to correct
deficiencies.

— Increased QC field performance monitoring,
particularly in the area of operations and

maintenance activities.
— Utilizing QA audits and QC inspection results to focus

plant management attention on recurring problems, in
order to eliminate their root cause(s).
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On a monthly basis, the Turkey ,Point QA Superintendent will
provide the Site Vice President, the Plant Manager, and the

various accountable department heads, as well as the corporate

Director of Quality Assurance, updated information relating to

key trends and other indicators of quality program status. The

corporate Director of Quality Assurance will also provide this
information to the Senior Vice President-Nuclear.

The site and corporate management teams will utilize this
information as one source of input to prioritize work and to
allocate resources, and will increase monitoring of QA/QC

performance in areas that show adverse trends, recurring
problems, or are the subject of significant generic industry or

regulatory concerns.

Quality will be emphasized within the Turkey Point organization

through communication of site goals as discussed in
Recommendation 5. 2. 2, and in .the management walk-throughs

discussed in Recommendation 5.3.1.

SCHEDULE: Implementation of this recommendation has been

initiated and is an ongoing effort, which will be modified as

needed to respond to trends and results.
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RECOMMENDATION 5.4.3: IMPROVE ENGINEERING SUPPORT.
Organizational changes should be made to improve the engineering
support. Nuclear plant engineering should be organized within
NED. The organization should be streamlined to provide effective
functional, administrative and technical control in the line
organization. An additional organizational recommendation is to
consolidate the root cause analysis and system reliability
engineering into the Technical Support Group (TSG).

In addition to the training for TSG system engineers discussed in
section 5..3.5, Power Plant Engineering should also provide
additional training for its engineers. This training should
include items such as system engineering, root cause analysis and
the conduct of safety evaluations.

DISCUSSION ANALYSIS: FPL is transferring the nuclear engineering

functions of the Power Plant Engineering Department to the

Nuclear Energy Department. Efforts are underway to design the

organizational structure of the nuclear engineering function.
Among the matters to be resolved is the relationship of the

plant Technical Department to the new nuclear engineering

organization. In addition, these changes are designed to
eliminate the "culture conflict" inherent in having both nuclear

and fossil engineering within a single organization and to ensure

that the engineering organization provides improved support to
meet plant needs.

The AEOD Report referenced a potential IMA concern regarding

control of engineering contractor performance. The new Director
of Nuclear Engineering will be responsible for reviewing the

procedures for control of engineering contractors and for
developing a plan for a formal assessment of engineering

contractor performance. Evaluation criteria that will be
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considered for use in the performance assessment include quality,
schedule, budget, regulatory interface, communications and

responsiveness. Along with the comments on individual contractor
design change packages and FPL Quality Assurance audits, the

performance assessment will be used to provide periodic, formal

feedback to the contractors.

FPL will develop and implement design engineering training
programs to include subjects such as system and reliability
engineering, root cause analysis, and the performance and

documentation of safety evaluations. Root cause analysis and

system reliability engineering are discussed further under

Recommendation 5. 4. 6. Training of System Engineers is
discussed under Recommendation 5.3.5.

SCHEDULE: The organizational changes to include the nuclear

plant engineering function within the Nuclear Energy Department

are expected to be made by September 1, 1988. Training required

for design engineering will be determined by December 1, 1988 and

implementation will begin in 1989.

The plan for formal performance assessments of engineering

contractor performance will be completed by September 30, 1988.
I
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RECOMMENDATION 5.4.4: STREAMLINE THE TECHNICAL SUPPORT
PAPERWORK PROCESS. The paperwork burden must be reduced to
allow the engineers time to do actual system engineering.
Personnel throughout the organization should be urged to interact
through more personal contact rather than through writing
letters or memoranda. JPE Action Items should be restricted to
important issues.

The RTA process should be eliminated. The important aspects of
the RTA process relating to design changes'hould be combined
with the REA process such that anyone can initiate an REA. The
system engineer should be the first level of review. Other
procedures should be revised, as necessary, to redefine the
process flow of issues previously dealt with by an RTA. The
system engineer must review and approve chan'ges to their systems
prior to implementation.

DISCUSSION ANALYSIS: Implementation of the recommendations

dealing with system engineers (see Recommendation 5.3.5) and the

integration of the nuclear engineering function into the Nuclear

Energy Department, should greatly enhance the "personal contact"

philosophy and allow the engineers to concentrate more

effectively on the performance of actual engineering activities,
rather than on the associated paperwork.

The RTA process has been eliminated. The backlog of RTAs was

dispositioned as described in the response to Recommendation

5.2.3.2.

In addition, a review of engineering paperwork processes at the

corporate staff level will be conducted to determine those

changes that can be made. The goal is to assure that technical

support is focused on satisfying real operational needs rather
than administrative requirements.
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SCHEDULE: The corporate engineering paperwork review will be

completed within 3 months following reorganization of Nuclear

Engineering within the Nuclear Energy Department.
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RECOMMENDATION 5- 4 - 5- IMPROVE PLANT INFORMATION SYSTEMS. The
IMA Team recommends that NED consider increasing the emphasis on
and accelerating the implementation of the current NIMS project.
NIMS will provide additional definition of the information
systems needs of the NED.

The IMA Team also recommends that the current "Design Basis
Reconstitution" project be completed for the initial group of
systems selected, including the validation phase in which the
updated design basis is verified against the as-built
configuration of the selected systems. This validation phasewill verify that the systems can perform their functions as
required by the reconstituted design basis. In addition, the IMA
Team recommends that Turkey Point consider extending the design
basis reconstitution effort to include the balance of the nuclear
safety related systems and other systems important to safety. In
order to ensure maintenance of, and compliance with, the updated
design basis the PC/M procedures should be revised to require
that the specific portions of the design basis affected by a
change be itemized in the PC/M package and discussed in the
attendant safety evaluation.

The IMA Team recommends that the Piping and Instrumentation
Drawings and the Elementary Wiring Diagrams update and
utilization programs currently underway continue to receive
sufficient manpower and budgetary support so that they may be
completed. Once updated/redrawn, the new drawings (P&ID and EWD)
should be added to the Plant Operating Drawing list so that they
are kept current by the existing PC/M drawing update process.
Speci fic action plans must be identified and implemented to deal
with the current large backlog (approximately 4,000 drawings) of
discrepant drawings. Prioritization of the process to ensurecritical drawings are updated first is necessary. Additionally,
procedures need to be reviewed/revised to ensure that potential
drawing changes or document revisions created by any means are
properly processed and incorporated.

DISCUSSION ANALYSIS:

The recommendation to accelerate development and implementation

of management information systems is under consideration. This

is an interdepartmental effort to enhance the information systems

which support the nuclear plants. The project team has developed

a conceptual approach for an integrated nuclear information

management system and implementation is in progress.
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Implementation, in part, depends upon newly introduced data base

technology and computer aided development tools. Therefore, a

firm schedule for completion has not been determined.

The Integrated Schedule provides for completion of the present

design basis reconstitution program, including the validation
phase, in mid-1989. A schedule for extension of the program to
other systems will be established by early 1989, taking into
account the selection of systems and other relevant
considerations. FPL also plans to maintain the design basis as

a controlled document, with appropriate portions being

incorporated into the updated FSAR.

The updating of drawings, including P&IDs and EWDs and

correction of discrepant drawings, is an important task at
Turkey Point. The Nuclear Engineering Department will have

responsibility for managing the effort to eliminate the .backlog

of drawing revisions and improving the process to insure more

timely updating of drawings in the future. A corrective action

plan has been developed which includes the following:

a) The assignment of ongoing, overall responsibility
for managing the effort to the Manager of Nuclear

Engineering Support Services in the new Nuclear

Engineering Department.
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b) The assignment of additional resources to
eliminate the backlog of revisions to be

incorporated into the drawings. This work will
proceed based on a prioritization of the drawings

according to their relative importance to the safe

and reliable operation and maintenance of the

plant.
c) Development and implementation of changes to the

process to enable updating of the drawings in a

d)

shorter time frame.

Separation of electrical & Z&C drawings into unit
specific drawings.

e) Development and implementation of a single
procedure that covers the entire "as built"
drawing update process. The procedure will
integrate the activities of the multiple
organizations (e.g. operations, engineering) that
have a role in the "as built" drawing update

process.

SCHEDULE- The individual to be responsible for managing the

drawing update activities has been designated, and will assume

those responsibilities in September 1988. The changes to the

process for updating drawings and the interdepartmental procedure

for as-built drawing updating will be developed and implemented

within one month after the Fall 1988 Unit 4 outage.
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RECOMMENDATION 5. 4. 6: IMPROVE RELIABILITY ENGINEERING AND
ROOT CAUSE ANALYSIS. A concerted and definitive approach to
reliability engineering and root cause analysis should be
developed and integrated into the organizational structure and
programs at Turkey Point. Particular emphasis should be given to
preventing and analyzing critical component failures and failures
resulting in LCOs, shutdowns, or affecting plant availability.
The results of root cause analysis should be incorporated into
the PWO process. Also, root cause analysis should be part of the
normal problem solving process.

The reliability of a particular system must be the responsibility
of a specific individual who can devote the time necessary and,
using the information sources available, prescribe the
appropriate preventive measures (operational, maintenance, or
design) to maximize system reliability and prevent operator
errors. Personnel responsible for system reliability must be
cognizant of all the information sources available and must use
that information to improve system performance. The IMA Team
recommends that the reliability engineering and root cause
analysis be centralized in the TSG. Training in reliability
engineering and root cause analysis techniques should be provided
as part of the system engineer training program.

Performance trending, failure trending and critical component
failure analysis should all incorporate measures for triggering
the performance of reliability reviews and root cause analysis.
Event Response Teams have recently been used, with some success,
to perform such evaluations for failures which have significant
plant impact.

The Analytically Based Preventative Maintenance program has
recently been initiated (approximately 1 1/2 years ago) and
places emphasis on increasing component reliability through
predictive maintenance and preventive maintenance. This group
should coordinate with the TSG to provide adequate system (and
component) reliability engineering efforts.

DISCUSSION ANALYSIS: The concept of vesting responsibility for
the reliability of a particular system in a specific individual

will be accomplished through the changes and expansion of the

system engineering function described under Recommendation 5.3.5.

Trending :of system performance, utilization of reliability
techniques including Nuclear Plant Reliability Data System

(NPRDS) data, the elimination of repetitive failures via
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effective root cause analyses, and responsibility for the

configuration of the system comprise the primary focus of system

engineering. System Engineers at Turkey Point are assigned to
the Technical Department.

In House Event (IHE) analyses and trending, Licensee Event

Reports (LER), and the administration of the Event Response Team

(ERT) all address significant occurrences, their root causes, and

countermeasures. These functions will be the responsibility of
the Technical Department.

Root cause analysis within the Maintenance organization is
discussed under Recommendation 5.3.7. The Turkey Point PWO

procedure will be reviewed to assure that the recording of
equipment failure information is properly reflected in the PWO

process to aid in root cause analysis. In addition to the

maintenance engineer's analysis of PWO's, and NIPS tracking of
root causes referenced in Recommendation 5.3.7, the predictive
and preventative maintenance functions within the Analytically
Based Preventative Maintenance Program (ABPM) will enhance the

Maintenance organization's reliability and root cause analysis

capability. This treatment of PWO's and plant component

failures, in a way which highlights reliability engineering

across similar plant components, is intended to address

repetitive or predictable component failures.
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The Technical Department's system approach to reliability and

event-based analyses, combined with the Maintenance Department's

component approach to preventative maintenance, comprehensively

addresses reliability engineering and root cause analyses.

SCHEDULE: The PWO procedure will be reviewed by August 31, 1988,

to assure that the recording of equipment failure information is
properly reflected in the PWO process.
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IV. AEOD REPORT RECOMMENDATIONS

The AEOD Report contains eleven recommendations and includes, in
the course of its analyses, discussion of a number of more

specific IMA and NRC concerns. This section of the FPL Action

Plan responds to the eleven NRC recommendations of the AEOD

Report. Many of the more specific IMA and NRC concerns

referenced in the AEOD Report are discussed within the discussion

and analyses of the IMA recommendations. In addition, as

recommended by the AEOD Report, and discussed further below, FPL

is obtaining additional information from ENERCON regarding the
J

issues identified by the IMA team in the course of its review.

FPL will evaluate the need for additional corrective actions upon

review of this additional information.
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RECOMMENDATION 1.
should be, obtained
ENERCON so that FPL
performance issues
3.1) .

The handouts for the last three SET meetings
by FPL and reviewed with the assistance of
can gain a full understanding of the overall
identified by the IMA report (see Section

DISCUSSION ANALYSIS: FPL has obtained the handouts for the last
three SET meetings and reviewed them with the assistance of

ENERCON. This review contributed to a better understanding of
the overall performance issues identified by the IMA report and

the discussion of those issues in the AEOD Report. The FPL

responses to the IMA recommendations address the information

obtained from the review of those handouts, as well as from FPL's

review of the IMA report and the AEOD Report.
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RECOMMENDATION 2: The performance problems and low level
contributing causes that were identified by the IMA team, but not
documented in the report, should be obtained to enhance FPL's
understanding of the root causes and ability to carry out timely
corrective actions. Examples include: the computerized
performance problem data base, problems with the use of
engineering contractors, training weaknesses and programmatic
weaknesses identified in maintenance (see Sections 3.1 and 3.2).

DISCUSSION ANALYSIS: FPL has arranged with the IMA team to
obtain its records of performance problems and low level
contributing causes that were identified by the IMA team, but not

documented in the IMA report. The ENERCON records regarding

Operations and Maintenance have been received and are under

review by FPL. The remaining records are scheduled to be

delivered within the next few weeks, and review of them will
begin promptly after receipt.

Although all of the relevant IMA records have not been reviewed

as of this date, meetings have been held between FPL and ENERCON

representatives to discuss these matters. On the basis of these

discussions FPL is reasonably assured that it understands the

root causes identified by ENERCON and the underlying information

utilized by ENERCON to identify the root causes. The corrective
actions described in this response to the IMA report appear to
address the root causes identified by the IMA team. Additional

corrective action deemed necessary subsequent to further review

of ENERCON records, if any, will be undertaken as on a timely
basis.
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RECOMMENDATION 3: The IMA recommendations related to leadership
and management should be applied to the corporate officers and
managers responsible for the plant line management performance
and important supporting roles (see Sections 3.1, 3.2, and 3.3).

DISCUSSION ANALYSIS: FPL's responses to the IMA recommendations

related to leadership and management (Corporate Overview and

Recommendations 5. 1. 1

(a-e)) address the role of corporate officers and managers

responsible for plant line management and corporate support.
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RECOMMENDATION 4: Site management should determine and
implement the corrective actions necessary, such as enhanced
training to improve operator response to slowly evolving off-
normal plant conditions (see Section 3.2).

DISCUSSION ANALYSIS: The responses to the IMA recommendations

and the Corporate Overview describe a number of actions that are

being taken to improve operator performance, including response

to slowly evolving off-normal events. These actions include the

appointment of a new Operations Superintendent who is taking

steps to address the "passive culture" referred to by the AEOD

Report as well as assuring that the Operations Department

recognizes and fulfills its responsibility to set priorities for
the activities necessary 'o support plant operations

(Recommendation 5.1.1.a). Other actions include the upgrading of

the Training Staff, as described in the response to IMA

Recommendation 5.1.1.d; the actions to reduce burdens on the

Operators described in the responses to IMA Recommendations 5.3.2

(Upgrade Plant Material Condition), 5.3.6 (Reduce Overtime) and

5.3.7 (Improve Maintenance Performance); and the actions to

improve the establishment, communication and accountability for
meeting goals described in the responses to IMA Recommendations

5.2.1, 5.2.2, 5.2.5 and 5.3.1.
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RECOMMENDATION 5: FPL should determine and imglement the
corrective actions necessary to improve corporate and site
training departments and enhance the site training department
performance (see Section 3.2).

DISCUSSION ANALYSIS: Corrective actions to improve the corporate

and site training departments and to enhance the site training
department performance are described in the response to IMA

Recommendation 5.1.1.d. The performance of both the corporate

and site training departments also will be improved through the

actions described in the responses to IMA Recommendations 5.2.1

and 5.2.2 (improved definition and communication of goals); and

the actions in response to IMA recommendation 5.3.9 (transfer of
knowledge within FPL).
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RECOMMENDATION 6: The new Turkey Point management team should
consider the full extent of the workload of an accelerated
improvement program in addition to normal plant operation in
evaluating the need for additional resources (see Sections 3.2
and 3.3).

DISCUSSION ANALYSIS: FPL believes that the actions described in
response to the IMA recommendations will achieve accelerated

improvement and, at the same time, provide a sound basis for long

term management of Turkey Point. Senior corporate management

will closely monitor progress at Turkey Point to evaluate the

effectiveness of the corrective actions and the possible need for
further actions, including additional resources in those areas

where such resources could contribute to accelerated improvement.
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RECOMMENDATION 7: Additional management support and assistance
(e.g., shift team building for operations and support crews)
should be provided to enhance near-term operator performance
(Section 3.3).

DISCUSSION ANALYSIS: Corrective actions to achieve improved

near-term operator performance are described throughout this
response, including the responses to IMA Recommendations 5.1.1.a,
5.2.1, 5.2.2 and 5.4.1. These corrective actions include the

efforts of the new Plant Manager and the Operations

Superintendent to encourage team building for operations and

support crews, as described under Recommendation 5.1.1.a.
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RECOMMENDATION 8: Until the PS-Ns have demonstrated the
leadership and "ownership" qualities necessary to change the
current plant culture, FPL should consider continuation of the
current MOS Program (see Section 3.3).

DISCUSSION ANALYSIS FPL will continue the Management-on-Shift

(MOS) program until FPL senior management is satisfied with the

success of the efforts to change the "attitude" and "culture" in
the Turkey Point operations staff. These efforts are receiving

particularly high priority, principally because FPL believes that
the desirable transition to more complete reliance on the PS-Ns

requires that they clearly demonstrate the leadership and sense

of ownership referred to by AEOD. In accordance with EA 87-85,

prior to terminating the MOS program, FPL will provide written
justification for the termination to the Region II Administrator.
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RECOMMENDATION 9: Site management should determine and
implement the corrective actions necessary to improve the ability
of the licensed operators to correctly interpret technical
specifications. In addition, corrective actions should be
developed to establish the operator's accountability for
equipment operability determinations (see Section 3.3).

DISCUSSION ANALYSIS: Actions to improve the ability of licensed

operators to correctly interpret technical specifications and

operating procedures in effect pending issuance of the revised

technical specifications, are discussed in the responses to

several of the IMA Recommendations, including 5.1.1.a, 5.1.l.d
and 5.4.1. Corrective actions that most directly address

increased operator's accountability for equipment operability
determinations are described in the responses to IMA

Recommendations 5.1.1.a, 5.2.2, and 5.4.1.
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RECOMMENDATION 10: FPL should develoP corrective actions in
sufficient detail and monitor their implementation to assure that
the specific deficiencies and causes associated with each of the
IMA recommendations are effectively addressed (see Section 3.3).

DISCUSSION ANALYSIS: The corrective actions developed by FPL are

described in this Action Plan and further detailed in various

procedures and other implementing documents. As stated in
response to AEOD Recommendation 2, to assure that the specific
deficiencies and causes associated with each IMA recommendation

are effectively addressed, FPL has reviewed the recommendations

with ENERCON and is obtaining the IMA records that identify these

deficiencies and their apparent causes. These records will be

reviewed to assure that the FPL corrective actions are adequate

and properly controlled.

Progress in the implementation of corrective actions will be

monitored using the performance measures and indicators discussed

in response to IMA Recommendations 5.2.1 and 5.2.5, as well as

direct observation during management walk-throughs (See

Recommendation 5.3.1) and periodic meetings with plant and

corporate staff personnel (See Recommendations 5.2.2 and 5.4.2).
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RECOMMENDATION 11: FPL should extend the IMA recommendation
concerning the establishment of effective performance measures to
include corporate level and site level measures which indicate
the overall success of the implemented corrective actions,
including those actions implemented for the organization culture
and climate issues (see Section 3.3).

DISCUSSION ANALYSIS As described in the response to IMA

Recommendation 5.2.5, the performance measures being established

include corporate level and site level measures which will
indicate the overall success of the implemented corrective
actions. These measures are designed to provide a sound basis

for judging whether the actions to change the "culture" and

"climate" are succeeding.
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V. CONCLUSION

FPL believes the action being taken in response to ENERCON's

recommendations, and the AEOD Report, together with corrective

actions already implemented, will lead to significantly improved

performance within the corporate nuclear staff and at Turkey

Point.

The commitments reflected in the responses to the IMA and NRC

recommendations are made by, and reflect the position of, FPL's

senior corporate management, which has reviewed the IMA and AEOD

reports and this response.
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POLICY OF THE NUCLEAR ENERGY DEPARTMENT

Florida power I Light Company has had direct involvement, fn the nuclear

industry (constructfon and operation of nuclear power plants) for a period

exceeding 20 years. Thf s invol vement has grown such that FPL currently

operates four nuclear units located at two separate sites. This physical

separation in facfl f tfes has been a key factor in the evolution to an

or ganizational structure which places needed accountabf1 f ties at the nuclear

sites under the Site Vice Presidents. This decentralfzed management allows

decisions, planning, and resource utflizatfon to be vested with the management

closest to plant operations.

While thfs structure is needed to enhance efffcfent plant operations and

support safety, there are certain functfons that are appropriate to retain

with centralized accountability. These functions are prfmarf ly polfcy making,

system development and maintenance, strategic planning, intra-department

and inter-utility transfer of fnformatfon, and certain management controls.

Both Nuclear Energy Department corporate management and plant management

report to the same corporate offfcer wfthin Nuclear Energy. Therefore, the

corporate and plant managements are complementary members of the same team.

The purpose of this organization policy statement fs to provfde general

guidance in these complementary roles. Thfs polfcy statement fs not fntended

to be all inclusive. The true means to succiss for the Nuclear Energy

Department is through the firm desire of all fndfvfduals to work as a team

in concert to achieve department goals.
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Ob 'ectives

1. To define or ganizational roles and responsibilities;

2. To define management expectations for communications and teamwork

individuals and organizational units, and

3. To emphasize and identify the accountability for recurring activities

while acknowledging the need for flexibility.

Or anizational Roles and Res onsibilities

Every organization must define the general responsibilities and

accountabi lities of its functional units so that routine roles and their

expectations are known. The following defines these general organizational

roles and responsibilities.

Plant Staff

The personnel operating and maintaining the nuclear plants have custody of

the Company' very valuable and vital power plant assets. As custodians

of thi s valuable resource, these personnel incur great responsibil i ty and

have on-going accountability. These personnel are responsible for the safe,

reliable, and efficient operation of the nuclear units. Furthermore, they

are responsible for compliance with complex nuclear regulations and Plant

Technical Specifications. Plant personnel are also responsible and accountable

for implementing Company, department, and plant management policies,

procedures, and directives.
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in their daily work, plant personnel will frequently encounter problems very

difficult and complex. These personnel must be capable of routinely addressing

the majority of these problems. They should seek off-site assistance in

instances where unique expertise exists off-site, additional support is needed,

or other organizational arrangements dictate off-site involvement.

While the primary role of the plant personnel is to operate and maintain

the nuclear power plant, there are instances when they need to provide

necessary information to the cor porate staff in support of Company goal s.

Such instances should be those in which it is most efficient for the plant

personnel to provide information as opposed to staff responding independently.

To meet these very significant responsibilities, it is incumbent upon plant

management to provide programs for training and development of the site

personnel. It is further plant management's responsibility to maintain a

high level of morale and high degree of motivation.

Oespite the effort of day-to-day operation, plant management must also perform

necessary short term and strategic long term planning.

Cor orate Staff

The primary responsibility of the Corporate staff is to provide support and

assi stance to the corporate management and the plant management in the

achievement of corporate, department, and site goals. The Corporate staff
is responsible for development of departmental practices and procedures that

implement the Nuclear Energy Oepartment Policy.
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At times, Corporate staff must interact with site management and personnel

obtain needed information requested by Corporate management, and in the~

~development of policies or programs. In fulfilling this role the staff will

interact with plant management in the development of recommendations, some

of which may require plant implementation. If agreement cannot be attained

with respect to a recommendation, Corporate management wi 11 direct the

resolution process. Through interaction and exchange, resulting systems

and programs will promote consistent practices between plants in order to

improve the overall operation of the nuclear units in keeping with corporate,

department, and site goals. The Corporate staff assists management by

maintaining the developed systems and programs that compliment effective

management of the four nuclear units. While consistency is a highly desired

goal, it is also recognized that there will be instances where plant uniqueness

makes absolute consistency impractical or inadvisable.

Staff personnel act as an extension of Corporate Management through their

support and monitoring of plant activities.

The staff aids management by handling details and allowing management to

focus attention where required thus enhancing management's overall

effectiveness. When staff individuals are representing management or the

plant, either internal to the Company or externally, they must remain within

the management assigned bounds. In addition, management also relies on the

staff to provide timely and effective technical consultation.
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The staff provides services to the nuclear sites where economics or technical

expert>se make it appropriate. With olant acknowledgement, the staff may

be assigned responsibilities that are normally regarded as line responsibility.

In such cases, it will be clearly communicated that the staff is responsible

for the performance of the activity under line management direction. Technical

consu1tation, including performance of work at the site, is another area

where the staff provides a service to the nuclear sites. The staff shall

provide support of this type to the plants as well as assisting the plants

in resolution of significant issues/problems. The staff shall look for

emerging issues/problems and help the plant in taking early action to resolve

them before they become significant problems. As a natural outcome of their

activities, the staff shall routinely visit the sites, interacting with their

plant counterparts.

The staff shall process information received by the department and transfer

this information to the plants in a clear and usable manner. Staff processing

of information, prior to transmittal to the plants, is intended to distill
large amounts of information to a significantly smaller and useful amount.

Thus, staff can relieve the plant of this burden. The staff shall also reduce

the plants burden of attending certain meetings by utilizing effective,

routine, and typically on-site communications with their plant counterparts,

eliminating unnecessary meetings.
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Communications and Teamwork

organization's performance are a necessity. Organizational lines define

the normal and regular communication channe 1 s. However, other frequent

communications among departmental members up and down the organization and

between locations ar'e necessary.

It is the policy of the Nuclear Energy Oepartment that interactive

communications be conducted at the counterpart level and on-site where possible

in order to enhance the spirit of cooperation.

No team can function at maximum efficiency without team members demonstrating

a mutual respect and understanding for each other. The Nuclear Energy

Department expects its members to embrace this spirit of teamwork in their

day to day activities in achieving departmental and corporate ob$ ectives.

Plant Accountabilities.

l. Operate and maintain the nuclear units.

2. Interface with the regulatory agencies, as required.

3. Conduct performance monitoring, surveillance testing, and appropriate

preventive, predictive and corrective maintenance.

4. Implement the policies/programs/directives of: the corporation, department,

and plant. This includes making recoomendations and providing feedback

on these policies/programs/directives where appropriate.
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5 [mp]ement program changes that improve safety and operabil i ty of'he

plant.

~

~

6. Plan, schedule and implement refueling and other necessary maintenance

outages.

7. Plan and implement equipment replacement projects, and plant changes

or modifications.

8. Prepare a 5 year operational plan which includes a forecast of budget

expenditures and personnel loadings.

9. Properly train personnel to perform their functions in a responsible

and safe manner.

10. Provide necessary information to corporate management.

11. Provide input/representation on industry group activities, attend meetings

as appropriate, provide summary reports and recoamendations to Nuclear

Energy Department management.

Cor orate Staff Accountabilities

1. Prepare for corporate management approval, procedures necessary to support
&

the Nuclear Energy Department Policy.

2. Prepare policy and guidance documents for corporate management approval

(such as gA Manual, Fitness for Duty Manual, Nuclear Training Manual,

NJPS Manual, Health Physics Manual, Chemistry Parameters Manual, Human

Performance Evaluation System. Receanended Practices, and Letters of

Instruction).

3. Review plant activities as requested by corporate management (through

such programs as Health Physics, Operations, Non-Radiological Environmental

reviews, Chemistry Reviews, Training Reviews, Budget Reviews, gA Audits

and Assessments, and Fitness for Duty Program).
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4. Effect, transfer of information between plants, including industry

experience and technology innovations.

5. Perform anticfpatory planning on generic issues (as in Steam Generator

Longevity Program, Plant Aging Program, Operator Degree Program, reviews

of proposed NRC regulations, spent fuel storage and disposal reviews,

and preparation of multiple year budgets).

6. Provide technical advice and informatfon to plant and corporate management

as requested.

7. Develop and maintain systems (such as Maintenance Management System,

Performance Monitoring Reporting, Operating Experience Program, Budgeting

methods and Succession Planning).

8. Review fndustry reports and summarize for corporate and plant management.

9. Perform specifically assfgned services (such as steam generator eddy

current testing, ISI management, personnel dosfmetry, metallurgfcal

analyses and technical consultation; e.g. health physics, chemistry,

radioactive waste, turbfne generator, reactor fnternals. metallurgy,

NDE specialties).

10. Provide additional support to plants where resourcess or technical

requirements make ft appropriate.

ll. Provide Company representation on industry groups (such as the Steam

Generator Owners Group Technfcal Advisory Coeafttee, EPRI comnfttees,

ASME comafttees, regulatory fssue workfng groups, NSSS Owner Groups,

INPO commfttees. etc.) Attend meetings as approprfate. and provfde su@nary

reports and recoamendatfons to Nuclear Energy Department management.
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l2. Conduct the corporate Ievel interface with outside agencies such as the

NRC, INPO, and FEN. Resu1ts of interfaces wi11 be corrrnunicated to plant

management.

NOTE: The listing of plant and staff accountabilities above are not

intended to be all inclusive. They are listed for the purpose

of helping establish distinction of responsibilities between plant

and corporate staffs, and identify special accountabflities of

corporate staff.

6 I'El
M. F. nwa~ ~

Senior Vice Pre ident-Nuclear
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ADMINISTRATIVEPROCEDURE JNE-AP-003.

TRANSFER OF KNOWLEDGE TO FPL NUCLEAR SITES
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'QQNSFER OF EQKNIZXGE 'Io
FPL NUCXEAR SITES

Rev. o

paie 06/14/88

Page
1 of

1.0 hPHRKK

EBEPARED

BY'PHQVED

BY

W. A.

AE%%3VED BY

2.0
KB'zoceduxe pmvides a method far tamsferrinp infoxmation zegaMizzyzeplicatica of good practices/strengths incluRlng new technology to the sites,far follmr-up to ensure that the issue is hvxaght to closuxe, and that
IP PI f kl I kkl I

3 0 KQK
'Ibe scope of this pxotoedare applies to the technology and good practices which
axe within the effectivamss axeas of the Nuclear Energy Staff. It includes
tx~nsfer of knmrledge between the sites as well as fzcm industxy to the sites.

4.0

4.1 Staff Makers have zespoesibility far
practices/strengths far zeplicatica.

~f I~1 I ~ I I Ikl f If. PW~
good practices/sh~gtlm far zeplicatioe. 'Ihe Ranager is alsofkl f ~~kk ~~ I kf~ I ~kk 'll~~t kl I I kkf I k I ~f kklk k PPP P.'Pl P'. ll . (~ I I'.Pk~fWlk ~ P ~ 11 ~l kfis~ in a particular azea, e.g., Health Ehgsics,lkkf

4.3 'Iha Vice Pres&hat - Nuclear Energy has overall zespcesibility for
em''uxg that good pxactices/stxengths aze identified far zeplicatim at
FP4 raclear sites.

4.4 'Ihe Site Vice Presidents axe zespcasible far ensuring thatI P:I / Illl Pkk ~ f
dispositioned and implaamted wheze a~cyriate.

4.5 'Ihe Seniar Vice President - Nuclear is zesponsible far ultimate
disposition of rxa-inpleaeatatica of reaamendatices far xeplication of
good pzactices/stxengths.

Pki
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'QQNSFER OF HM3WIZXGE'IO
FPI NJCXZRR SITES

Rev. o

Oate 06/14/88

Page
2 of

5.0

5.1 Nuclear Energy staff members shall identi+ good practices/strengths
incluRLng new technology by the following:

a) ~ite presence through ~~ent visits to each site
b) visits should be supplemented by frequent aamaunicati.ces with site
c)

d)
e)

functional metings which include good practices/stamgths as an
agenda item /~ t d III*~&If I ~~
feedbadc of operating cafperietxm, involvement with industzy groups,
e.g., As', EEL, CEGG, etc.; and interface with other utilities.

5.2

5.3

%hen a specific site good practi~stzangth is identMied for
replicatica, the staff mmher will discuss the replication with thepdh p~~~t ddh tl p p*.l ~ Ittth
apgzaval of the staff first level manager, the infozmtica CxaQ.d then be
p & tl ~h ~ ~ t th
replicatica. Shen the good practi~strength is fzcm industzy it should
be presented to tbs site(s) aftra a~oval by the staff first level
manager.

d

ld dt th I 1th tht t I I ~tt t th
employed unless othezwise agreed upon.

5.4 'Ihe staff member dared with transfer of the good pzactice/stzength
infoznaticn should help with the imylenentatica. Mtmee a~cpriate, he
may solicit help ~ the plant Hmre the good prac~stramgth was
identified.

5.5

5.6

'Ihe staff first level manager shall maintain a log of the~~@ ~l I hdd't
II ~t h dll tdt th htd Pdd ~ p dd
feekndc zegazding the status of final replicatica to site and staff Vice

th hpl I f
practice/streegth is unzawalved, the issue willbe zefezzed to the Senior

I Id t — Ihd ~ tt ~ d d t Itl
disposition.

6 0 EKKKK5

7.0

7.1
7.2

IDI re: Trip reports, dated Novadber 1, 1982
Interoffice mme fran C. O. Wocdy: NUclear Zhmrgy %acti~, dated
Septeaker 3, 1986
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